Songkran road toll plungments

By Natcha Yuttaworawit & Semacote Suganya

PHUKET: Shortly before closing on the last day of the official seven-day Songkran holiday period, the Chief of the Phuket Provincial Office for Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (ODPM) told the Gazette that there had been just two road accident deaths in Phuket during the “danger week”, from April 11 to 17.

The total number of road accidents was much less than last year’s figures, he said.

ODPM Chief Aroon Kerdsmom said, “We have had 20 reported accidents, 22 injuries and two fatalities; a Korean man, Min Sukkeaw, an Investigating Officer at Chalong Police Station, said that he had occurred on the road.

A total of 40,000 drivers were stopped at checkpoints during the week, with 2,400 people charged with offenses. The most common charge was riding a motorcycle without wearing a helmet, followed by driving without a license. Less than 1% of the charges were for drunk driving.

“Compared with last year, the number of reported road accidents fell by 79%, with related injuries down 76%. Deaths fell by two-thirds.

“The decrease in accidents may be due to the rain that we had throughout the week. This discouraged people from going out on motorbikes.

“This year the Don’t Drink and Drive Foundation sent 50 victims of accidents involving drunk drivers to hand out ‘Don’t drink and drive’ stickers at checkpoints,” K. Aroon said.

K. Aroon added that he could not comment further on the figures until they had been officially announced at an upcoming meeting at Phuket Provincial Hall.

The day before the count started, two English tourists were killed in separate incidents on the roads in Phuket.

Lee J. Jonathan Thomas Pettit, a 34-year-old English tourist, died in a motorbike accident in Kata about 4 am on April 10. Lt Col Chokch implied the victim as Alan H White, aged 81.

“Mr Pettit was driving at high speed along Kata Rd when he was involved in a scrape with a motorbike waiting to turn right onto Ket Kwan Rd. Mr Pettit came off his bike, hitting his head on the road. Capt Padungpong Duk-sukkeaw, an Investigating Officer at Chalong Police Station said, ‘Mr Pettit was taken to Patong Hospital but succumbed to his head injuries and died in hospital.

“We could not check his blood alcohol level as he had lost too much blood,” he added.

The same morning, at about 12:30 am, a British man attempting to cross Wiwit Rd was killed when he was run over by a car. He died at the scene.

Chalong Police Station Duty Inspector Lt Col Chokchai Sutthimek identified the victim as Tan Teik Hai, 56, better known as “Valentino”, Phuket’s former honorary consul to Morocco, is facing charges involving encroachment on more than 1,000 rai on Koh Yao Yai.

After completing its investigation into a development project on Koh Yao Yai, the Department of Special Investigation (DSI) recommended prosecution against Tan and his in-laws Sudjai, Bunlert and Krajang Kheerephon for encroaching on forest and public land.

Jeelang Fishery Phuket Co, which hired the three relatives, also faces charges.

Tan’s wife, Suwaphat Kheereephon, has not been charged. At the time of her and her husband’s arrest at their home in Phuket on October 29, she was honorary consul to Djibouti.

DSI Director-General Sunai Manomai-udom said on April 11 that officials who allegedly helped the suspects with document forgery will not face charges because the statute of limitations had run out.

However, he added that an ongoing extensive DSI probe would soon lead to loan officers at local branches of two commercial banks being charged for facilitating the encroachment.

Although K. Sunai did not explain how the unidentified bank employees helped the suspects, it is believed that loans worth around 3 billion baht were secured by Valentino and his associates using improperly issued land title deeds as collateral.

All four suspects have been released on bail of 200,000 baht each.

The first Public Prosecutor’s hearing is set for April 27.
Soft opening for Phuket Welcome Gate

TAH CHAT CHAI: About 1,000 elderly people from around Phuket took part in an Elderly Day Ceremony at the Phuket Welcome Gate April 11 to preserve Thai culture, celebrate Songkran and encourage people to realize the importance of elderly members of the community.

Although the official opening for the Welcome Gate has yet to be organized, Phuket Provincial Administration Organization (Ovdorjor) Vice-President Suhep Thepasakul said that the Elderly Day ceremony marked the venue’s soft opening.

Construction of the Welcome Gate began late 2005 on 25 rai about 300 meters from the Sarasin Bridge with the budget of 46.67 million baht from the Ovdorjor.

The complex comprises six offices, areas for stalls selling OTOP (One Tambon One Product) goods, 29 seven-meter-tall concrete pillars with passages explaining Phuket’s history in Thai and English engraved on them, and a 21.8-meter tall granite sculpture.

Teens injured in drive-by shooting

PHUKET CITY: Two teenagers were injured in a drive-by shooting in Rassada in the early hours of April 10.

Apichai Thongsart, 17, and Somkuan Petsanun, 18, were with friends in the Saphan Ruam area of April 10.

There was a fight in the pelvis and Somkuan was hit once in the pelvis and once in the back. The victims identified ‘Joe Kingkaew’ as being among the attackers,” Maj Rassada said.

“The victims were not certain if he was the man who shot them. However, we will question him as soon as possible,” he said.

PHUKET CITY: Phuket is one of two provinces in the South to compete in the To Be Number One Province finals, to be held on June 22 at the IMPACT Arena in Muang Thong Thani, in suburban Bangkok.

Phuket will also be represented in the To Be Number One Community, by Baan Lipon Khan Luo; and in the To Be Number One Organization, by Big C supermarket Phuket.

The southern region To Be Number One awards ceremony was chaired by HRH Princess Ubol Ratana Rajakanya on April 12 at the Royal Phuket City Hotel.

The To Be Number One project is a royal patronage project of Princess Ubol Ratana, who wants to encourage Thai youths to join positive activities in order to prevent them from turning to drugs and other vices.

The contest is divided into five groups: To Be Number One Province, To Be Number One School, To Be Number One Community, To Be Number One Organization and To Be Number One Community in the Region.

Other representatives from the South include: Yan Ta Khao Ratanaopapatham School from Trang and Langsirapraschansan School from Nakhon Sri Thammarat, in the school competition; Baan Khok Mammung from Narathiwat, in the community.

HRH Princess Ubol Ratana Rajakanya hands a southern region To Be Number One Province award to Phuket Governor Niran Kalayanamit at the awards ceremony in Phuket City on April 12.

Cabinet approves new changes to Business Act

BANGKOK (The Nation): The Cabinet has approved the revised amendments to the Foreign Business Act, but it remains uncertain whether the bill will pass the National Legislative Assembly (NLA).

The NLA were to debate the amendments on April 18. Some 50 NLA members have railed against the changes, saying they jeopardize foreign investment.

Commerce Minister Krik-Krai Jirapued has said he is ready to present the amendments to the NLA.

The NLA approved the new draft of the Foreign Business Law after the Commerce Ministry agreed to revise it to make it friendlier to foreign investment. The Cabinet rejected an earlier draft in February.

There are six key amendments.

First, the new draft will focus on the voting rights of foreign shareholders. If a company is 49% foreign owned but foreigners hold more than 50% of its voting rights, the company will be defined as foreign.

Second, it will remove more businesses covered under Annex III. This will allow these businesses, such as insurance and non-commodity futures market, to be covered by specific laws.

Third, the new draft will remove the amnesty for those violating the nominee law.

Fourth, the draft will increase the penalties for violating the Foreign Business Law. Maximum jail terms will be increased from three to five years, and fines of between 100,000 and one million baht will be increased to between 500,000 and five million baht.

Fifth, it will expand the period from two to three years for foreign companies operating in Annex I and Annex II to revise their ownership structure to conform to the new law.

Foreign companies in Annex III must inform the Commerce Ministry within one year that they have foreign ownership status before continuing to operate as normal.

Sixth, a 17-member committee will be formed to rule whether a company is Thai or foreign owned in case of a dispute.

The Commerce Ministry says the amendments create more transparency by clearly delineating foreign ownership and classifying the types of businesses that are open to foreigners.

It is also aiming to make it clear that using nominees to circumvent foreign-ownership caps is prohibited.

The draft is a compromise between an earlier version from the Commerce Ministry and those of the Council of State and the NLA, which has the power to reject the draft and introduce its own bill.

However, the Commerce Ministry insists that its draft is better than those from the NLA and the Council of State.

The ministry’s new draft takes into account key concerns raised by the Cabinet and the foreign business community, said Skol Hansuthivarin, Secretary to Commerce Minister Krik-Krai.

The draft maintains the clause on voting rights.

However, the draft will not focus on management control, as the Council of State suggested, as the government considers that it would be too stringent for foreign investors, K. Skol said.

The new draft removes the amnesty clause because it would like to create fairness for Kularb Keaw, now under police investigation over allegations it acted as nominee for Singapore’s Temasek Holdings in the Shin Corp takeover.

Pramon Suthivong, chairman of the Board of Trade of Thailand and Thai Chamber of Commerce, said most businesses affected would find the latest draft more appeasing but there would be some who might be unhappy with it.

“Pramon Suthivong, chairman of the Board of Trade of Thailand and Thai Chamber of Commerce, said most businesses affected would find the latest draft more appeasing but there would be some who might be unhappy with it.

“It is impossible to satisfy all parties, particularly foreign investors. But since it is necessary to amend the law, the government has to go ahead and do it,” K. Pramon said.

All existing businesses will be able to operate freely under the new draft, but new businesses might need time to study it more closely, he said.
PHUKET CITY: Phuket City Municipality will renovate two Sino-Portuguese buildings in the heart of Phuket City with the aim of preserving the town’s cultural past.

The old Chaired Bank building at the intersection of Phuket Rd and Phang Nga Rd until recently housed the Phuket City branch of Siam City Bank, but will soon be converted to a cultural museum.

The Sino-Portuguese building is almost 100 years old and was one of the first bank buildings to be built outside Bangkok. Although the Phuket Regional Treasury Office (PRTO) will maintain ownership of the building, Phuket City Municipality will be responsible for the renovations.

Phuket City Mayor Somjai Suwannasupana said the building will be redeveloped as a learning center about “Old Phuket” lifestyle, culture and history.

She added that the building is an example of the town’s architecture that must be preserved for the next generation.

Chindapol injured in college shooting

PHUKET CITY: A young member of the Chindapol clan, one of the largest families on the island, was shot outside Phuket Vocational College in Saphan Hin on the night of April 15 while he was waiting for a friend.

Maj Sarit Buntongsong, Duty Inspector of Phuket City Police Station, on April 17 told the Gazette, “The injured youth is Duangdon Chindapol, 18. He was shot by two teenagers while he and three friends were waiting for another friend near Phuket Vocational College.

“One of the victim’s friends said that two teenagers drove up to them on a motorcycle. One of the teens got off the bike, walked up to Duangdon and shot at him three times. He was hit in the chest, neck and hand.”

“She said that both of Duangdon’s assailants were wearing helmets so she couldn’t get a clear view of their faces. She couldn’t remember the registration plate number of the motorcycle.

“We need to take a statement from Duangdon to find out if he knows of anyone with a grudge against him. Presently, however, he is still unconscious in serious condition at Vachira Hospital.”

Another Phuket youth was left comatose after being shot in the head early the following morning as he rode his motorcycle at Saphan Hin.

Police have yet to identify a suspect or determine the motive for the shooting.

Jakkrid “Dong” Chukamchang was watching football and drinking at a friend’s house on the night of April 15.

Lt Col Somkrid Boonyarat, an Investigating Inspector at Phuket City Police Station, told the Gazette, “After they had finished drinking, Jakkrid and his friends got on their motorbikes to go home, but rode only about 100 meters before someone fired a single shot at them.”

The bullet entered Jakkrid’s right temple and shot at him three times. He was taken to Vachira Phuket Hospital, where he remained comatose in the Intensive Care Unit. Police believe Jakkrid is 17 years old.

“The owner of the home in which Jakkrid and his friends drank beer said they just sat watching football on television and did not make a loud noise or bother anyone.”

“We still don’t know the gun size or type, but we are in the process of interviewing witnesses to determine a suspect,” Col Somkrid said.

PHUKET CITY: Phuket City Municipality will also redevelop the old Talad Yai Police Station, across Phang Nga Rd from the old Chartered Bank building, to be a tourism information center.

The old police station was built about the same time as the Chartered Bank building, and is now also owned by the PRTO.

“Having the building, with the clock-tower perched atop, was once the main office for the Kussoldham Foundation and is currently a Phuket City Police patrol center mainly staffed by civil defense volunteers.

More than 60 million baht will be needed for the project, K. Somjai said, adding that the plans for the renovations are expected to be ready by year’s end.

West Sands to build water park

By Sangkhao Leelanapaporn & Stephen Fein

MAI KHAO: Central & City Developments has announced it will build Phuket’s first “water park” as part of its six-billion-baht West Sands Resort and villa project.

The 150-million-baht park will cover 6,400 square meters and feature state-of-the-art water rides, all to be designed and built by world-renowned leisure park design specialist WhiteWater through its office in Korea.

West Sands Sales and Marketing Director Barry King told the Gazette that there are no plans to open the water park for admission to the general public, but said that local residents will be allowed access on special occasions.

The park should be open in June 2008, he said.

The announcement comes while a provincial investigation member Techin Techawong, Administrative Officer at the Damrongtham Center provincial complaint center, told the Gazette that the committee plans to inspect the site again after the Songkran holidays.

Together with representatives from the Mai Khao Tambon Administration Organization and the Phuket Provincial Land Office, the committee will do additional survey work to ensure that the construction work being done complies with land title deeds and construction permits presented as evidence by the developer, K. Techin said.

However, he added that all of the West Sands’s title deeds and construction permits appeared to be in order.

Policeman charged over temple brawl

CHALONG: Chalong Police have charged a Crime Suppression officer with disturbing the peace following a brawl at a Songkran fair at Wat Karon.

The officer, named by police as “Sgt Maj Bird”, or better known as “Ja Bird”, has not been suspended from duty.

Lt Col Peeranut Chatinkaew, a Crime Suppression Inspector at Chalong Police Station, told the Gazette that he was called to the temple at 12.30 am on April 11 to deal with a fight which had broken out between five men and some local youths.

Witnesses had reported that one of the men had fired shots into the air with a handgun.

When Col Peeranut arrived at the scene the men had already left, four of local youths – three boys and one girl – battered and bloody, Col Peeranut said.

The morning after the incident, Karon Sub-District Chief (Kamnan) Winai Chitchiew, backed by about 50 villagers, delivered a letter to Chalong Police Station Superintendent Col Chalit Kaewyarat demanding that Ja Bird be quickly arrested and justice be served.

Col Chalit told the Gazette that Ja Bird had already turned himself over to Chalong Police.

“We have charged him and his accomplices with causing a public disturbance. After being informed of the charges he was released. He has not been suspended from duty as they are only minor charges,” he said.

Col Peeranut added that firearms charges will be brought against the person who fired the gun as soon as police are able to establish who it was.

The injured youths have also been charged with causing a public disturbance and police have arranged a meeting with both sides to investigate who started the fighting and whether any further charges will be brought, Col Peeranut said.
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The Broncel barrier

Dutchman Robert Broncel, tsunami survivor and now Chairman of Van den Noort Innovations in the Netherlands, was recently in Phuket to drum up support for his ambitious plan to build self-deploying “tsunami barriers” in tsunami-prone coastal areas around the Indian Ocean rim, starting in Patong.

The Phuket Gazette's News Editor Stephen Fein reports.

As soon-to-be European Sales and Marketing Manager of the Turtle Cove project in Mai Khao, Robert Broncel, 67, was in Phuket for a meeting in late December 2004. When the tsunami hit on Boxing Day, he was in a speedboat nearing Phi Phi Don Island.

"We took off from Phuket half an hour late. Had we left on time, we would have been washed ashore. We were the first ones to see Phi Phi after the tsunami, a couple of minutes after it began to hit."

"When we arrived, we saw masses of water rushing off the island to the sea. There were about 15 people on the speedboat we hired. We were all flabbergasted at what we were seeing. Nobody said a word," he said.

"The captain of the speedboat realized the danger and headed back out to sea. We were the only ones to get out of the bay headed back out to sea. We were were afraid, so we all put our life jackets on – but eventually the waves died down."

He visited Patong the following day.

"It reminded me so much of my youth, because I am a war child. I saw the devastation after the battle of Arnhem, in 1944. I came back to Amsterdam feeling like a zombie."

Unable to sleep, he called his doctor. Robert was told the best therapy was to “take action” and “do something that makes you feel good, whatever it is.”

But what could he do?

The answer began to emerge on the first anniversary of the tsunami as Robert was watching a program on Discovery Channel that documented the work of a team of international experts who surveyed the thrust fault zone with a submersible.

"When they finally found the fault zone, they came to the conclusion that the sea floor was so destabilized that another quake could take place at any time – and when it does it will likely be closer to the Thai coast than the last one. That was their conclusion. This made me aware of the fact that something had to be done about it," he said.

Perhaps the fact that he is Dutch made Robert think along a different line than the conventional wisdom, which says that the only way to deal with a tsunami is to issue warnings and conduct evacuations before the waves hit.

As the low-lying geography of their homeland has required of them, the Dutch have become the undisputed masters at water engineering projects, which include such triumphs as the world’s longest est sea dike, built to block the North Sea back in 1932.

Curious, Robert called the University of Delft and described his experiences to a researcher there, asking if anyone in their hydraulic engineering department had ever done work on tsunamis.

They said “no,” but put him in contact with Johann van den Noort, a royally-decorated Dutch inventor who had designed a unique barrier for inland floods that might be adapted to block tsunami surges.

"It took him a while, understandably, but eventually he called me and said, ‘Robert, I think I can say Eureka! I will send you a few designs by email,’” he said.

Not long after, Johann named Robert the Chairman of his company, Van den Noort Innovations, and put Robert in charge of the ‘Tsunami Barrier project."

The design Johann envisioned consists of a large wall that is placed out in the bay. Before a tsunami hits, water levels in the bay quickly recede, which would pull the barrier into place and deflect the inevitable onrush of the wave.

As this design needed to be thoroughly tested in a hydraulic laboratory Johann found Maritimus Engineering at the Technical University in Heerlen, in very south of the Netherlands, to build a prototype tsunami barrier to assess his design.

Two graduate students there, Maurice Janssen and Kevin Swinkle, decided to test the tsunami barrier design and report their independent findings as part of a joint graduate study thesis.

The testing started in March 2006, and the pair published their independent findings in a 150-page report in January 2007.

Patong was chosen as a site for the study for two reasons: the large potential for losses – both human and commercial; and because it is a bay, which would lower construction costs by removing the need to build piers.

Much more detailed information about the topography, composition of the sea floor and incoming water movement in Patong Bay would also be needed before the tsunami barrier could be built there, he added.

NUTS AND BOLTS

The barrier envisioned for Patong would likely consist of hollow-body construction steel, filled with polystyrene to maintain lifting capacity even if some seepage did occur. Built at a depth of four to five meters and...
The depth of the piles... into the sea bottom, it still causes a dramatically smaller impact.

At a distance of several hundred meters from the beach, the barrier would consist of aligned sections, each affixed to the sea floor by piled concrete foundations.

“This type of piling construction, widely used in Holland, would prevent the foundation from simply floating away under the tremendous forces involved. It must be piled into the sea bottom, the depth of the piles depending on the topography of the sea floor.

"It is difficult to say, but it will have to be deep enough to prevent the foundation from moving."

When asked about possible leakage between different sections of the barrier that could allow retreating "negative tsunami" water to seep through, he admitted it would be impossible to make the system 100% watertight.

"But this doesn’t matter. It won’t do any harm as long as it is kept to a maximum of 2% to 3%", he said.

"The barrier will come up automatically, rising quickly and locking into position. When the barrier is in place, it will only deploy in the event of a major tsunami wave with the potential to inundate the coast and cause a great deal of inland damage," he said.

As governments in Asia most likely have no budget for a solution like this, Robert stressed that he would not approach the Thai government for the funding. Rather, he would approach the World Bank or perhaps one of the charitable foundations set up by very wealthy individuals.

“I have started something here and I have no idea where it can go. It is not relevant as far as the [Thai] government is concerned.

“Also, this is not a commercial project. It is not our goal to make a profit on it, but at the same time we prefer not to lose money on it either. So far we have paid up front about 50,000 euros," said Robert, who has also invested a great deal of time in the project by visiting with officials in Sri Lanka and Kuala Lumpur.

"But we can’t go on forever paying out of pocket without knowing if we are going to be successful. So now is the time to do the local research needed and get a cost estimate together so we can approach those who might potentially provide funding."

Reiterating that research indicates it is only a matter of time before another tsunami hits Phuket, Robert said, "God forbid it happens tomorrow. The beauty of the barrier is that it will deploy automatically, with no need for any advance warning."
A professional disagreement

In any profession, accepting the rise of a younger generation can be difficult; no one likes to see their skills being surpassed by up-and-coming youngsters.

Going by a recent incident in Phetchabun, the world of hired killers is no different, apart, perhaps, from being a bit more dangerous.

In the early hours of April 14, Maj Kittiphong Phromsuwan, an Inspector at Phetchabun Muang District Police Station, received a report of a shooting in the district’s Wang Chomphoo area.

At the scene police found the body of 32-year-old Phailak Yoongam slumped next to a marble table. He had been shot in the chest with a shotgun. The victim’s twin brother Phairam and friend Wanchai Khammuangjai, 32, were waiting to give a statement to the officers.

K. Phairam said that himself, his brother and K. Wanchai had been drinking liquor at his house to celebrate Songkran. When they ran out of liquor, they went to get some beer instead and carried on drinking at K. Wanchai’s house, where the incident happened.

They then stopped at another friend’s house to invite him to join in the festivities. Finding only their friend’s father, 57-year-old Salaeng Nakkham, they invited him to join them instead.

Salaeng joined their drinking circle but, after a few drinks, fell into heated discussion with K. Phailak about the hired killing business, with both sides challenging each other’s abilities, K. Phairam said.

K. Phairam explained that he thought the pair were just joking around and warned his brother to respect his elders. After a while, the pair broke into an argument, forcing K. Phairam to take Salaeng home, he said.

About 15 minutes later, Salaeng returned with a shotgun. Standing next to the garden fence, he raised the gun and shot K. Phailak.

When police went to Salaeng’s house, they found him waiting to give himself up. He told police that K. Phailak had been boasting to him of how he was an expert killer and had shot dead a countless number of people. “If you knew my past, it would leave you shivering,” Salaeng quoted K. Phailak as saying.

Apart from boasting, K. Phailak also mocked Salaeng by saying that his generation was already passed it and couldn’t challenge K. Phailak, Salaeng said. Salaeng tried to tell him that it wasn’t good to speak to your elders like that, but to no avail and a fight soon broke out.

K. Phailak’s friends quickly broke up the fight and escorted Salaeng away. As he was leaving, Salaeng said, K. Phailak shouted after him, “Do you want to test me daddy? Don’t run away, we’ll meet here.”

K. Phailak then shouted again, this time using the pronouns koo and meung, very rude when not used between close friends. “Koo am not going anywhere...I’ll wait for meung here you old dodderer;” he shouted.

“The anger at being insulted by someone of my son’s generation was too much. I went home, grabbed my shotgun and then went back and shot Phailak. After that I bought a beer to drink while I waited for the police,” Salaeng said.

The reporter added that Salaeng’s past illegal deeds were well known in the area. As for K. Phailak, boasting about his killing skills while drunk was apparently par for the course.

At the time of his death he was fighting a rape charge and an assault charge, among many others.

Source: Kom Chad Luek

HRH’s 84th birthday marked

Thailand Post Office will mark the 84th birthday of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana, sister of HM King Bhumibol, with a 3-baht stamp to be issued May 6.

The Princess has been a guest lecturer at several Thai universities, focusing on foreign languages, especially French. She founded the Association of Teachers of French in Thailand.

The stamps will be available from any Post Office.
Victims not forgotten

For many residents and visitors the tsunami has receded from memory, but many unresolved issues and needs people remain.

Fortunately there are people who haven’t forgotten and visitors have returned to Krabi to see old friends they met before the tsunami and pay respects to those they lost.

One pre-tsunami visitor to Krabi who never forgot and vowed to return and help those in need is Ernie Halter.

Ernie Halter is a Los Angeles-based singer/songwriter who was on holiday in Ao Nang three years ago. We met at a music show at Encore Café and kept in touch periodically over the next few years.

I watched his career progress, the clubs he was playing bigger and more prominent.

Ernie graduated cum laude from the prestigious Berklee School of Music in Boston, which includes among its alumni John Mayer, Melissa Etheridge, Donald Fagen (of Steely Dan), Steve Vai and Queen’s Brian May.

Ernie recently released his first CD Congress Hotel and has been on a promotional tour including appearances on The Tonight Show, The Late Show and Good Morning America. So when he offered to play a free concert to aid the tsunami orphans in Krabi, I gladly accepted.

On March 19, Ernie returned to the Encore Café to play a two-set show, donating all proceeds to the Sriphong Phukaoluan Foundation (www.krabirelief.com), which is sponsoring 101 tsunami children through its “Tsunami Child Sponsorship Program”.

Chuan Phukaoluan, President of the Foundation and a former Mayor of Krabi Town, was on hand to start off the show. By the way, he enjoyed himself so much he stayed the entire evening!

The concert was a financial success for the foundation and a great night of music from a truly gifted artist. The next day Ernie played for the children and even surprised them with a few magic tricks.

Ernie promises to return next year with some top notch musicians for an even bigger show. You can follow Ernie’s US tour on his website at www.myspace.com/erniehalter.

Landing a good plot: Much has been written about the property boom in Phuket; now the spotlight is starting to shine on Krabi as well. Articles in the Bangkok Post, Asian Wall Street Journal and others reflect the attractiveness of the region. Even with the uncertainties of the current government’s attitude toward foreign investment, the interest remains keen.

Larger real estate firms and developers from Singapore and Hong Kong have arrived to scope out the landscape. Adding to this wave are Phuket investors, some flush with cash when compared to Phuket, but the discerning investor can still find a diamond in the rough. But before you run out and empty your bank account to buy property, get yourself a good lawyer. Do your research and try to deal with a reputable real estate agent.

If you are dealing with a Westerner trying to sell you some land or a house, ask to see their work permit. There are a few reputable, registered companies around – and a number of others trying to get a free ride without the proper credentials. As Krabi grows, the money will become a magnet for some unscrupulous business people.
**Bloody holiday for Deep South**

The Songkran festivities saw no let up in violence in the Deep South with attacks continuing throughout the week.

On April 16, some 50 militants torched seven buildings in Pattani’s Muang District, including public schools at Ban Bana, Ban Juloh, Ban Pakahang, Ban Kueya and Ban Korlabeleh, Pattani Governor Phanu Uthairat said.

A public health clinic at Talu sub-district was also torched, while a teacher’s house was set ablaze near Ban Kue Ze School.

The militants were targeting public buildings as they had “failed to manipulate the local people” to rise against the authorities, K. Phanu claimed.

In the neighboring province of Yala on the same day, two people were shot dead in two separate gun attacks in Lidon sub-district.

The first attack at 7:30 am killed Malaseng Dokoh, the 63-year-old President of Lidon Tambon Administration Organization, right in front of his house.

About two kilometers away, security official Wae Wae and Huisamae, who is also a driver for a senior district official, was also shot dead in front of his house.

In Narathiwat, a gun attack in Rangae district injured Manaesh Sa-ah, a local resident, while he was walking through his village. He was hit three times in his right leg and taken to a district hospital.

Manaseh Sa-ah, a local resident, in Rangae district injured his right leg and taken to a district hospital. He was hit three times in his right leg and taken to a district hospital.

A 70-year-old Buddhist rubber farmer was shot and burned by suspected militants as he drove his motorbike home.

The attack came a day after insurgents shot at a train on the Narathiwat-Sungai Kolok route, leading to services being suspended.

On April 12 a bomb exploded in a busy market in Yala, wounding 11 people as hundreds of angry Buddhists gathered in the town center to call for tougher security measures.

The bomb, packed with shrapnel, was placed next to a pork stall inside a water pipe left behind by construction workers. Police believe the explosion was set off by mobile phone. Two soldiers and a police officer were among the injured.

A second bomb went off in the bathroom of Yala’s bus station, but there were no injuries.

The incident came one day after suspected insurgents shot and burned a recent graduate, Patcharaporn Boonmart, 26, apparently in retaliation for the shooting of four unarmed Muslim youths by a group of Village Defense Volunteers (VDY) April 9. Six other Muslim youths were injured in that attack.

Army spokesman Colonel Akara Thipayon defended the actions of the VDY, saying the Muslims had provoked the drama by throwing stones at them.

**Fatal charm:** A 51-year-old woman was crushed to death and dozens were injured April 9 when thousands of people attempted to force their way into a technical school to buy coupons for the sought-after Jatukam Ramthep amulet.

Crowds of people had been waiting since midnight on Sunday at the coupon-selling spots of Nakorn Si Thammarat Technical College, Rama XI Park, and Thanakhon anwaraputhit School to get the special edition amulets produced by Wat Phra Nakhon.

The crowd caused a five-kilometer traffic jam in the city.

Nearly 10,000 forced their way to the coupon desk on the second floor of the technical school about 8 am. Many women and elderly people fainted and were trampled by the crowd.

Officials had to pull out the injured and found that Phuen Khongpetch, 51, had been trampled to death and her body was covered with footprints. Dozens were injured and the college gate and fence were destroyed.

At Rama XI Park, people also broke through the gate to get the coupons. The chaos overwhelmed the 100 policemen present and caused the coupon selling to be halted.

Many people were upset and remained at the premises in the hope the selling would resume, while some cried because they could not get coupons.

Wat Phra Nakhon had held a similar coupon-selling event on March 16, but the chaos from people fighting over the coupons forced the temple to suspend the activity.

It started selling the coupons again April 8.

Phra Maha Maitri, abbot of Wat Phra Nakhon, said people were hot-headed and disagreed with the rules and regulations for the coupons.

“The chaos resulted from the third group who were hot-headed and didn’t respect the place,” he said.

The famous amulet is believed to have magical power that protects its holder from harm and brings good luck.

**Cop killed:** Region 9 Police are leading a joint operation to find the killers of a Haad Yai police officer who was shot dead and stabbed to death by the side of a road in Phattalung province.

Police reported that in the early hours of April 16, Maj Wutichai Jantanakh, 37, set out from Thungtamsao Tambon Police Station in Haad Yai District of Phattalung province on a motorcycle.

His body was found at 9:30 am the following day hidden in a patch of grass in the province’s Khaochaison District. He had been shot and had his throat cut.

The Toyota pickup he was driving, which belonged to a fellow officer from Thungtamsao police station, was found torched in a field in Songkhla’s Rattaprapha District in the early on April 12.

Lt Col Sompol Reungkraphan, an Investigating Officer at Khaochaison District Police Station, said, “This was not an ordinary robbery because after the criminals had shot Maj Wutichai, they used a knife to slit his throat, which shows that they must have had a strong grudge against him.”

Police are working on the theory that the killing was motivated by adultery or the second-hand car business in Haad Yai in which Maj Wutichai was involved, Col Sompol said.
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**Around The South news round-up is sourced from the pages of The Nation and Kom Chad Luek newspapers.**
Trang waterfall flood kills 39

At least 39 were killed and ten more injured on April 14 following flash floods at two popular waterfalls in Trang province, near the hilly border with neighboring Phattalung province.

Rescue workers found 28 bodies at the Sairung and Prasaw waterfalls on the day of the tragedy and 11 more the following day. Most of the bodies were found at the popular Sairung Waterfall, police said.

Visiting the waterfall on Sunday, in the middle of the Songkran holidays, Deputy Interior Minister Banyat Jansena said the tragedy happened “out of the blue” and government officials had done their best to help victims.

The Deputy Interior Minister said he ordered the provincial administration to consider restricting access to the waterfalls until public safety could be assured.

The flash floods occurred at nearly the same time, shortly after 2 pm. The two cascades, both in Yan Takhao District, are located about four kilometers apart along the same range of hills.

Officials said reports that tourists were also washed away at the Lamplok and Tonetae waterfalls in Palian District were simply rumors.

Tourists to the waterfalls were caught off-guard by the flash floods and many could not get out of the waterways in time.

Local villagers said there were heavy rainfalls on the mountains early Saturday morning.

Sompong Khaodee, a Trang disaster mitigation official, said tourists at the two waterfalls no longer had a clear view of the falls.

The five men were metropolitan police officer Senior Srgt Maj Surachai Muengkhlun with Thai-American Nicolas Prusukkan, Mongkol Sukkasem and American brothers John and James McClary. They are in custody at the Lumpini Police Station.

A coach carrying factory workers caught fire on a road in Sarabuni’s Nong Kae District on April 12. No one was injured as the workers managed to escape the blaze, unlike the March 20 double-decker bus fire that claimed the lives of 30 passengers in the same province.

Kidnapping case: The Phra Khanong Provincial Court on April 14 allowed a police application for the further detention of five men suspected of kidnapping an American oil trader.

The court denied bail applications from the five. They were arrested after allegedly kidnapping Mark Hutchenson, 46, at gunpoint from his Bangkok condominium on April 7. They demanded US$800,000 (28 million baht) for his release and took $400,000 from his residence.

The five men are metropolis police Sergeant Satit Prasangrangsi and Crime Suppression Division Sergeant Prasertpan Punarittidej, were arrested earlier.

A SWAT team rescued Mr. Hutchenson on April 12. Police suspect three more men are involved and in possession of the stolen cash.

They have been identified as Immigration Police Lt-Colonel Thanapol Boonnak, Chokechai District police Sergeant Adul Kanorn and Thai-Dutch civilian Samuel Prasomthong.

EMS improvements: Thailand’s inadequate emergency medical services (EMS) could be in for a major boost, as the caretaker Cabinet has approved in principle a plan to provide more funding to bring them up to the highest international standards. Public Health Minister Dr Mongkol na Songkha said it was hoped that within eight to 10 years Thailand’s emergency services would be good enough to compare with the best overseas, such as in the United States and Japan.

Dr Witaya Chaduncha-chai, head of the World Health Organization’s Center for Injury and Prevention and Safety Promotion, said up to half of all victims of emergency situations in Thailand die at the scene, while 35% die after one or two hours.

“In such a window of opportunity for life saving, we can save more lives and mitigate disabilities and illnesses through an improved emergency medical system,” he said.

Surachet Satthiramai, Director of the Bureau of Emergency Medical Service, said of the 3.5 million incidents requiring emergency medical services each year, only about 100,000 cases get a proper response because of the inadequate EMS system.

In fact, the welfare of many victims was left in the hands of rescue volunteers whose knowledge of EMS was next to zero, he said.

Around The South news round-up is sourced from the pages of The Nation and Korn Chad Luek newspapers.
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ON A MISSION: The students spent time in Khao Sok National Park (above) to reinforce their understanding of the issues. Right: School Director Kim Kilgore was inspired by Al Gore’s film An Inconvenient Truth.

Warming to a message

By Semacote Suganya

The agents: a group of students at Rawai Progressive International (Montessori) School. Their mission: “Plant Mission Possible” – to learn about global warming and to educate others about the effects of global climatic change. Their goal: to inspire long-term changes for the better.

Kim Kilgore, School Director at Rawai Progressive International (Montessori) School, explained to the Gazette that the idea for “Plant Mission Possible” came after viewing Al Gore’s feature film documentary An Inconvenient Truth.

“The five foreign students and 14 half-Thai, half-foreign students involved in the project went around the island and surveyed people and took photographs about pollution, such as garbage in the community,” she explained.

The project included students recounting their experiences and what they had learned in letters to editors of newspapers and magazines, and to compile notes about global warming to be included in a book about the school, she added.

The students worked in four different project groups. The first group learned about recycling and reusing by studying plastic shopping bags.

“The students learned that the plastic is not biodegradable, so they made reusable shopping bags and sold them for 100 baht each. This group made 7,000 baht that was donated to the Education Ministry,” Ms Kilgore explained.

The second group surveyed shoppers at Central Festival Phuket to learn about the extent of public awareness of global warming.

Students Siwa Bachmeyer, Julia Moeve, Jeroen Riessbach-er, Jea Young Cho and Sumitra Bysnat reported from their survey, “We asked questions about global warming and electricity use. What we learned from 21 people interviewed is that 20 people knew what global warming is; 18 people thought that global warming was a major problem for the Earth; and only three thought it was not.

“Nobody knew how much electricity they used but 19 were aware of their monthly electricity bill. The average bill was approximately 5,000 baht. The most money spent on electricity was 50,000 baht and the least was 500. Twenty people had suggestions for ways to save electricity. The most popular suggestion was to buy energy-saving light bulbs.”

“Group three wrote letters to editors about the photographs,” said Ms Kilgore.

The remaining group compiled a book featuring photos taken by students from all levels and students’ collective comments on global warming.

“We will send the book to a Montessori School in North America, and ask them to add what they understand about global warming and then to send the book to schools in other countries in order to extend the understanding on global warming,” Ms Kilgore said.

For the project’s grand finale the students spent a night at Khao Sok National Park, where they were surrounded by nature.

“The projects’ requirement that the students have such hands-on involvement is synonymous with the Montessori teaching method used by the school,” Ms Kilgore explained. “The Montessori teaching method encourages children to learn by first-hand experience, which encourages children to be independent and to follow their own interests,” she said.

“We watch a child’s movement and interests and give them the materials to support their interests to ensure they are learning. They don’t like to be directed. They are independent; they teach themselves,” she added.

“Project Planet Mission is a high-level Montessori approach to educate the children outside the curriculum. They improve their language skills by writing letters; improve their mathematics skills with their sales; improve their understanding of culture and science by going out into the community and talking to people from different places around the world.”

“They learn about geography through their international approaches to communicating with children across the world; they learn about computers and set up email addresses by themselves so that they can communicate back and forth with other people. So there are many different positives of education involved in this project,” she explained.
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Im A-Roy lives up to the name

More restaurants pop up in Phuket every day, but with upscale pricing and trendy “fusion” dishes, it’s becoming harder to find tasty, cheap, standard Thai and Western fare. Luckily, the Im A-Roy Restaurant at the intersection of Patipat Rd and Ranong Rd in downtown Phuket has been open for nine years and continues to dish out local and foreign favorites at bargain prices.

Angkana Thanasiripong, the 27-year-old owner, told the Gazette that his restaurant has won two awards: the “Clean Food Good Taste Restaurant” designations from Phuket in 2000 and the same certificate from the Ministry of Health.

“The prominent points of our restaurant are the clean food, good taste and cheap prices. The price of our food ranges from 30 to 120 baht,” K. Angkana said. “The name ‘Im A-Roy Restaurant’ was thought up by my youngest sister. It means ‘full with delicious food’.

“We have more than 50 food items, both Thai and Western food such as American breakfast, spaghetti in any sauce, steak and sandwiches. Also there are more than 20 beverages to serve such as herbal drinks, green tea, ginger tea, Roselle tea, shakes, soft drinks, beer and so on,” explained K. Angkana.

The American breakfast costs 30 baht and comes with a fried egg, sausage, ham and toast with butter or jam. Other popular Western foods at Im Ar Roy include spaghetti with seafood sauce for 50 baht or with chicken or pork sauce for 40 baht.

“I suggest the fish steak – which is fish meat with gravy, vegetable salad and toast for 60 baht – or the chicken steak for 40 baht. Our club sandwich is very cheap too, at 40 baht, and steaks such as the tender pork chop or beef steak are just 120 baht,” he said.

流行的Thai dishes at this restaurant are the fried rice with shrimp paste or sour pork, at 45 baht each. Baked rice with dried plum, at 35 baht, is another oft-ordered meal.

“Even though our prices are cheap, the portions are big enough for one person. I guarantee that anyone who comes to our restaurant will not be disappointed with the tastiness of our food,” he said.

Im A-Roy Restaurant, at 45 Patipat Rd (the Jui-Tui shrine intersection) in Phuket City, is open Monday to Saturday from 6 am to 9 pm and Sunday from 6 am to 5 pm. Tel: 076-225319, 225638.

Cheap eats

By Supanun Supawong

WHOLESALE AND FILLING: Baked Rice with Dried Plum (above) and Spaghetti with Shrimp Sauce.
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THE COFFIN DODGERS
(The older they are, the better they were)

O
n a dreary afternoon the Phuket Vagabonds
join the British International
School (BIS) boys’ contact rugby team for training followed by a touch-
scrummage game.

The Vagabonds, with life-
times of rugby games behind them, shout out encouragement and
good-natured jests throughout
the game. As the rain starts falling from the clouds looming
overhead no one gives a second
thought about whether to play on, they just keep on going.

Most often when you hear or read about the Vagabonds you
hear about charity, good times –
and beer, of course – as these
seem to be at the top of the players’ hearts.

“Well, we all used to be 10
kilos lighter with a full head of
hair,” player Ben Hennessy starts
recalling the abridged history of
the Vagabonds.

The Vagabonds played their
first game in 1995 against a team
of Scots. It started with Hennesy, Patrick Cotter, Steve Hatchett,
Steve Wainwright, Rod Kerr and a few other members as the core
squad.

“In many ways Pat, Ben and I and a few others were the
nucleus, the interest was always there,” says Hatchett of the
forming of the team.

But these rugby veterans
first crossed paths on the pitch
years before. In 1988, Cotter,
Wainwright and Hennessy were
all playing for the British Club
in Bangkok. Later the three went
over the years, Cotter ex-

But these rugby veterans
first crossed paths on the pitch
years before. In 1988, Cotter,
Wainwright and Hennessy were
all playing for the British Club
in Bangkok. Later the three went

Whether the Phuket Rugby
10s started as a sevens or a full
15-a-side tournament is still un-
der debate, but eventually in
Phuket style it leveled itself out
and became the Phuket 10s.

The tournament started
with just five teams and the or-

nizers donated the profits to the
Asia Center Foundation. Over the
years the event has matured; 24
teams from all over the world now
join the games, charity and de-
bauchery of the weekend.

The team has even started
its own scholarship program
through the Asia Center Founda-
tion. Ninety-two Phuket and
Asia tend to have good jobs. This
is a way to help out, play a few
games, have a few beers.”

Ah, a few beers. A bit of
bauchery of the weekend.

For more than a decade the members of Phuket’s
Vagabonds rugby team have joined together not just
for a game of rugby or a few beers at the pub, but for a
good cause. They may no longer be the spring
chickens they once were, but they have no intention of
stopping. The Gazette’s Laura Schafer meets the
Vagabonds to learn what keeps them on the field.
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at the Angkor Old Boys Tens comp at the olympic stadium in Phnom Phen, Cambodia, the Viagrabonds won this year’s Annual Bangkok Rugby Tens Tournament with a boat race.

The team doesn’t keep too close an eye on the record, the score or placement because it doesn’t matter, says Cotter, who receives several nods of agreement.

“Rugby’s a social thing. We go on the pitch and batter each other, then go into the pub and batter each other, in a different way of course,” adds Cotter.

“Many people see it as a violent sport, but it’s through something they love,” he said.

The Phuket Vagabonds will play the Singapore Cricket Club at BIS on May 12 at 4:30 pm. All are invited to come out and support the local lads.

All proceeds from the event support children in Phuket and Khao Lak through the Asia Center Foundation.

For more information on the Phuket International Rugby 10s see www.phuketvagabondsrfc.com

OLDIES BUT GOODIES: Ben Hennessy critiques the BIS scrum (left). Above: Patrick Cotter (left) and Steve Hatchett (2nd from left) always enjoy a good joke.
This week

WOWIE ZOWIE: Miss Universe 2005 Natalie Glebova (right) receives a warm welcome from Phuket Fantasea Chief Executive Kitikorn Kewkacha (left) and his wife K. Rattikorn during a visit to the tourist icon.

GREEN TEAM: Dusit Laguna Resort Phuket General Manager Jan Verduyn (center), Chief of Engineering Department Vichan Rattananupong (2nd from left) and resort staff proudly show off the resort’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Monitoring Award for 2006. This is the fourth time the resort has won the award.

SCHOOL DAYS: Man Sooksawee (center back, in striped shirt), Director of Yaowawit School in Kapong in Phang Nga province, welcomes visiting teachers Dr Max Fridell (back left) and Mrs Jeanne Fridell (back right) from America during a visit with students, teachers and volunteers. The Yaowawit School is a boarding school for tsunami orphans and destitute children.

CUTTIN’ LOOSE: Richmond Group Managing Director Graham Bibby (right), Marketing and Sales Executive Nathaniel Bibby (left) and Red Room Manager DJ Dexter enjoy themselves at the Richmond Group Party at the Red Room in Cherng Talay.

SNOW BIRD: Sukko Spa General Manager Alongkorn Komonrujinant welcomes Oleg Kolyadin, Mayor of the Russian city of Nakhdoka to the Sukko Spa. Nakhdoka was recently made a sister city with Phuket.

COME ON IN: Cheraim Spa Village Assistant Executive Director Akadet Aikwanich (center) celebrates the spa’s open house event “The Ultimate Aim for Body and Soul” with (from left) Sales Executive Kan Hananupong, Spa Manager Chatayodom Martmuang, Sales Manager Kessara Keererat and Assistant Spa Manager Aunyamanee Tuivong.
An expat at heaven’s gate

Anthropologists are expressing concern for a newly identified endangered species: Thailand’s long-term expat. Because of draconian new visa rules, this much-maligned minority may soon be as extinct as the Neanderthal.

What will happen to these doomed creatures after they die? I suspect it will go something like this:


Judge (scowling): Fill out these forms, in quadruplicate. No carbon paper allowed, you might use it for terrorist purposes. Write legibly in capital letters: black ink, not blue. Four photos – no, those won’t do, they’re the wrong size, and they’re pre-dead photos, we require post-dead ones – and there’s a stiff application fee. No, that’s not enough, we tripled the fee last week…

(Much later, examining my application:) S. Tsow, eh? We know you, Tsow. You are a Dubious Character. Why do you want to enter heaven?

Me: I hear it’s better than hell.

Judge (snorting): Don’t believe everything you hear, boy. Your papers are incomplete. Where’s your death report?

Me: My what?

Judge: Your death report. When an alien dies in Thailand, he is required to file a Report of Death with the Immigration Bureau. Did you do that?

Me (confused): No, sir.

Judge (snarling): Why not?

Me: Because I’m dead, sir. You can’t do anything when you’re dead.

Judge (pounding his fist on the desk): That’s no excuse! Listen to me, boy, those hard-working people down at Immigration have an impossible and thankless job. They have to keep track of the whereabouts of thousands – maybe millions – of aliens running loose in the Kingdom. They’re working their butts off trying to keep out international gangsters, terrorists, murderers, racketeers, drug dealers, flesh traffickers, pedophiles, pornographers, all sorts of human filth. Worst of all, they have to deal, on a daily basis, with scum like you.

And you can’t even manage to make a simple posthumous trip down there to file a death report! You ought to be ashamed of yourself. It’s bubbleheads like you who threaten to undermine the foundations of Thai society and topple it into the abyss of anarchy, chaos and despair. Such thoughtlessness will severely impact your chances of getting into heaven.

(Scribbles furiously on my application.)

Me: I’m sorry, sir. It won’t happen again. Next time I die, I’ll be sure to report it.

Judge (sternly): Your repentance is duly noted. Now, in the unlikely event that your application is approved, you must report back to my desk every 90 days.

Me: Why is that, sir?

Judge: We must know where you are.

Me: But I’ll be right inside those gates, sir. Why would I leave? And how could I leave without your knowing?

Judge: We can never be too careful. You might sneak out to take a peek into hell. Or you might turn into a terrorist while we’re not looking. Anyway, you have to report back here every 90 days.

Me: Okay.

Judge: In fact, we have a new rule that requires many people to leave every 90 days. They can visit hell, if they like, because that’s all that’s out there. It will give them perspective, broaden their horizons, make them grateful for their time in heaven. We want to make them the Grateful Dead.

Me: Oh, sir, you are hilarious. But, sir, a question: Do they serve beer in heaven?

Judge: Of course. It’s heaven, after all. You can have as much beer as you like, whenever you like, and it’s free. You also get peanuts and a cold washcloth.

Me (clapping my hands in glee): Oh, boy!

Judge: But first you have to get in. We require you to write a 500-word essay on the topic “Why I Should Be Admitted to Heaven”. Why should we let you in instead of some other poor schlemiel? Tell us how your presence will enhance the heavenly ambiance. Ask not what heaven can do for you, but what you can do for heaven. It’s getting crowded in there, and we don’t have much space left. We want only quality dead people. Grateful ones.

Me: I’ll get on it right away, sir.

S. Tsow can be flamed at stsow@yahoo.com after he finishes writing his essay. Readers are invited to send him suggestions. No sarcasm, please.

By S. TSOW
As the dry season begins to dampen and the temperatures continue to rise, shoppers prepare to revamp their closets—and what’s more convenient than a fashion show at a shopping mall. At the third annual Central Department Store Summer Fashion Show, big accessories, bright colors and international styles were the picks of the season. Sukunya Siden, head of marketing at Central Department Store in Bangkok, told the Gazette, “There are three concepts—swimwear, casual clothes and office clothing, or what we call ‘street wear’—that you can mix and match with your clothes for everyday wear in your lifestyle.

“Here are also accessories such as eyeglasses, hats, handbags and shoes or stockings that you can use every day.”

Eyeglasses this season should be oversized and in any color from dark to pastel. As for jewelry, the bigger the better; large bracelets made of plastic or wood are especially popular. Handbags will also be getting a boost, as bigger is better this summer.

Twenty-five brands were strutted on the catwalk, including Triumph, Elle-Swim, Cheetah, Speedo and AZTEC Rose, Morgan, Espada, Blue Corner and British India. All are, of course, available at Central.

The concept for the show was “Around the World”. India was represented by girls with colorful scarves and turbans in their hair that matched their bright swimsuits and accessories. Eyeglasses were mixed with summer styles to show areas of Europe, while red bows and braids were representative of China.

“This show is for the audience to take these style ideas back home and mix and match their clothes at home to become more self-confident in choosing styles after they saw the models wear the clothes.

“We need to inspire our customers. Phuket has trendy fashions, so people here do not need
to open a fashion catalog, but they will get the real examples from fashion shows here.

“Now the summer fashions emphasize shorts with cotton shirts for men and vests for women. Swimwear for this season must be colorful and two-piece.

“If you add more details like shiny or colorful accessories you must not forget the accessories must match with your swimwear too. Other accessories are hats, shoes and eyeglasses,” K. Sukunya said.

And K. Sukunya had a special note to the ladies: “Please look over what your guy is wearing, because he might be a joke if he is wearing the wrong fashion!”

SIZZLING
Fashion dictates that swimwear this summer must be two-piece (right).
Left and below – hats are always good for summer, especially with some clunky jewelry.
Far left: Shades of school – but with stacks more class.
Center, left: When things get too hot, cool them down with shades of gray.
rive about 40 minutes from Sarasin Bridge toward Phang Nga Town and the landscape quickly changes as the distinctive limestone karsts come into view. The ragged towers jut steeply into the air, massive rocks with sheer sides.

Off the main route to Phang Nga a road runs parallel to a long range of karsts, eventually rejoining the main road at Thap Put. At the 12-kilometer marker stone on this road is Baan Bor Saen, a small village with a couple of schools, a mosque and, until recently, little else.

Just past a row of streetside broom vendors, however, is Bor Saen Villa & Spa, opened last year by the owners of the Boat Lagoon. It is an unexpected location for a luxury resort, but the setting, back from the road near the base of the mountains, is stunning.

The complex has one-, two- and three-bedroom villas set around a lake, each with its own private pool. The unspoiled setting for the resort is the main draw and the low-rise design takes full advantage of the pristine beauty.

The villas have a pier over the lake complete with liquor, perfect for kicking back with a few cans of beer or a G&T for an evening of fishing. The fishing is quite good and the fish are not disturbed the fish though. The best way to get around the resort and explore the area is by bike, available for free at the resort and explore the area is by bike, available for free at the resort.

The guides’ English is limited and at 200 baht for Thais and 500 baht for foreigners (though at a pool in Phang Nga Town, plans are underway for a large private pool, which is a real getaway, and a reminder of what life in Phuket used to be like before all the development and traffic took its toll.

There is no better way to describe Baan Bor Saen than “sleepy village” and a few days here is real getaway, and a reminder of what life in Phuket used to be like before all the development and traffic took its toll.

The guides’ English is limited and at 200 baht for Thais and 500 baht for foreigners (though at a pool in Phang Nga Town, plans are underway for a large private pool, which is a real getaway, and a reminder of what life in Phuket used to be like before all the development and traffic took its toll.

There is no better way to describe Baan Bor Saen than “sleepy village” and a few days here is real getaway, and a reminder of what life in Phuket used to be like before all the development and traffic took its toll.

Thailand TRAVELER

By Dominic Earnshaw

Gone fishing

The villa’s living room and kitchen – in a separate building from the bedrooms – is well equipped with an enormous TV and DVD player. Wireless Internet is up and running in some rooms, and will soon be extended to the whole complex. If solitary relaxation doesn’t suit you, come up with a group and the villas could easily house a good party. Be careful not to disturb the fish though.

The best way to get around the resort and explore the area is by bike, available for free at the activity center. The cruising bikes, tandem bikes and mountain bikes are also a great way to explore the back roads and trails around the area leading past caves and through farmland. A waterfall is a short 10-minute ride away, which serves as a popular laund- dry spot for local women and a great place to cool off. A ride into the rubber and palm plantations, the backbone of the Phang Nga economy, gives an impression of being in the wilds, but with less chance of getting lost as the tappers’ tracks lead clearly in and out. Kind of a jungle-lite experience.

Phang Nga Town and Thap Put are both within easy cycling distance of the resort, though unless there is a hidden back road, this means braving the racing 10-wheelers on the main road.

The area holds a rural charm that has been lost from at least the south of Phuket. The people seem genuinely friendly, though the Southern Thai dialect spoken here appears impenetrable to outsiders, or at least to me.

Back at the resort, other activities on offer include kayaks, canoes and an obstacle course with a zip-line, primarily for business team-building exercises but good for a laugh as well. The resort is moving toward a sporty theme and a triathlon group, Team The Bike Boutique, has based itself there for training. The athletes currently swim in the lake and at a pool in Phang Nga Town, but plans are underway for a large pool in the resort.

Phang Nga Town itself is little more than some shops and government buildings strung along the main road. Dining options are limited to a few noodle and curry shops. The trip into town is worth it though just for another chance to see the stunning scenery on the drive in. Stop at Klong Bang Yoel for a look at the floating village and you will have a chance to pick up some fresh fish and crabs from the roadside stalls.

On the outskirts of town is Tham Phung Chang, or Elephant’s Belly Cave, appropriately in the base of Khao Chang, Elephant’s Hill. Local legend says that the hill is the remains of an elephant speared by a local man named Yomdung who mistook it for a member of a herd of wild elephants that had trampled his crops.

Tours through the cave are done by canoe, bamboo raft and finally wading through thigh-deep water. The bizarrely-shaped stalactites and stalagmites are beautiful and the cave is home to a colony of bats.

The tour, however, only takes you halfway through the hill, despite the fact that the cave runs all the way to the other side. The guide explained that he could take us no further because the other half of the cave is run by a different operator and he’d “get his head caved in” if he took us on.

The guides’ English is limited and at 200 baht for Thais and 500 baht for foreigners (though please of poverty may get a reduction) the trip is somewhat overpriced and probably best left for keen spelunkers.

There is no better way to describe Baan Bor Saen than “sleepy village” and a few days here is real getaway, and a reminder of what life in Phuket used to be like before all the development and traffic took its toll.

HOW TO GET THERE

Directions: From Sarasin Bridge follow the road to the junction with Route 4 and turn right toward Phang Nga Town. Turn right off Route 4 onto Route 415, drive for 12 kilometers and Bor Saen Villa & Spa is on the left.

Accommodation: Bor Saen Villa & Spa is running a promotion for Phuket residents until the end of May. Promotional prices are 2,200 for a one-bedroom villa, 3,300 for a two-bedroom villa and 4,400 for a three-bedroom villa. For reservations or more information call Chuck Groebner at 081-9781810 or email: chuck.groebner@borsaenvilla.com
Face lift for the feminist?

I am full of admiration for the credo that women should grow old gracefully and be proud of the wrinkles “earned” through experience. I’m not a full-blown feminist, but I couldn’t agree more — in principle.

I had quite a few friends at university who balked even at the idea of make-up, claiming that adorning ourselves was playing to men. Liberationists such as Germaine Greer declared that women were oppressed babes, their strings pulled by male standards of beauty.

I even got into some nasty debates with girlfriends who saw me as a traitor to the cause because of a bit of lip-gloss. Surely, I argued, the point of feminism was that we could do as we wished with our appearance?

Twenty years on, the focus has moved from lipstick to lasers, but the arguments are all too familiar. We have to alter perceptions so that we're valued and seen in a new way. That’s fine, but I doubt it’s possible in my lifetime.

And I really don’t think that we’re valuing youth. We should stand up brave and bold, and confront a culture that defies the baby smooth face of youth. We have to alter perceptions so that we’re valued and seen in a new way.

When my face started looking worried, I really disliked myself.

Today’s women want to work longer than they have traditionally, and they want to be seen as desirable at a life stage when their mothers had signed all that to the past. Many women believe the best chance of having the confidence to achieve these things is the way they look.

One of the advantages of the technological age is that it offers women a nip and a tuck, a peel or a suck, to adjust some of the self that they’ve enjoyed living with.

I don’t mean taking off a decade or two, although wanting to wind back time to join our kids is pathological and doomed to failure. But some subtle cosmetic aid is mere damage limitation, I am assured. A friend of mine crossed a very difficult Rubicon for feminists and recently chose cosmetic surgery. Yes, it’s “Laura” again.

She first started with an eye job seven years ago. “My eyes seemed to be sinking into the slack flesh around them and this depressed me. I’ve always liked my eyes, and see them as one of my most effective tools for communicating.”

Laura was delighted with the results. People stopped saying, “Are you all right?” questions started coming back at work again.

Although Laura wasn’t ready for a facelift she thought she would invest face peels. She chose a “blue peel”, which is less drastic than the popular laser peel.

While she was at it, she wiped off her forehead frown with a botox injection, boosted her lips with collagen and had her pale eyebrows semi-tattooed.

Phew! I didn’t criticize her one bit, I admired her. I haven’t even got the guts to pierce my ears. But I was probably the only one bit, I admired her. I don’t mean taking off a decade or two, although wanting to wind back time to join our kids is pathological and doomed to failure. But some subtle cosmetic aid is mere damage limitation, I am assured. A friend of mine crossed a very difficult Rubicon for feminists and recently chose cosmetic surgery. Yes, it’s “Laura” again.

The British actress Julie Christie was pulled to bits by the media when she had a facelift, but she merely said that if you want to work in Hollywood at age, it doesn’t pay to show your face in all its wrinkled glory.

We don’t attack women for spending hours in the gym, using fake tans in moderation or coloring their hair properly. But once someone goes for a change administered by a cosmetic surgeon, the view that we forfeit our feminist credentials.

There are a few feminists who have concluded differently. Kathy Davis, in a survey of women for her book Reshaping the Female Body, changed her views when she saw how cosmetic surgery helped them maintain an identity they valued. They talked of being surer of themselves, more able to be authoritative.

And while Rita Freedman argues in Beauty Bound that women should understand how the beauty industry oppresses them, she also sees that cosmetic surgery may be a pragmatic choice.

“The facelift is sought by many psychologically healthy females who... want to get rid of their preoccupation with a cosmetic distraction to turn their attention to more important things,” she says. Surely they’re then more able to stand up to the world, to make it stop and listen? I believe feminism is about helping women. We have every right to choose how to negotiate the human condition if it doesn’t harm others.

Many women are so open about their procedures, rather than treating them as a dirty secret. When someone asks her she just admits to having had surgery rather than lying.

I haven’t been tempted to dabble with the surgeon’s knife yet, but who knows how I will feel when I wake up one morning and discover more bags under my eyes than inside my wardrobe?

AMBROSIA’S SECRETS

TRICHO FEMINA Programs can Help me hair stop thinning then it started growing thicker and thicker

These days and more women need professional help for their hair. Trichoptosis, normal, imbalance, stress, use of incorrect shampoo or lotion and many other factors can damage a woman’s hair and scalp. After consulting with Swenson’s Trichologist who is an expert on woman’s hair problems, “Feminine Scarp” can slow thinning hair process and help get much thicker and healthier hair again. A very amazing new technology, you will be astonished at what modern hair science can achieve. We have a Trichology program to special program for woman only that miraculously can stop hairloss and help healthy hair growth.

Call Swenson today and book your free hair & scalp consultation.

GROVE GARDENS

RESTAURANT

If you want to master the BBQ with skill - then look no further than this BBQ COOKING CLASS

Sat 24/4 Class starts at 3 P.M.

In this cooking class you will learn all there is to know about cooking meat, seafood, vegetables and even desserts on the BBQ. Successfully... matched with fine wines.

Groove Gardens Restaurant

249-657 Phuket.

AMBROSIA @ phuketgazette.net
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Ambrosia Sakkadas, a UK-born Greek Cypriot, is an artist, designer and newspaper columnist. Her novel, Greek Girls Don’t Cry, is available from amazon.com and amazon.co.uk.
Announcing the
Gazette / Nation Classifieds Package

Your Gazette classifieds now run FREE in The Nation.

You get 300,000 readers – nationwide!
And you pay only the Gazette’s ‘small-town’ charge of 95 baht per line!

Another incredible value from Phuket's favourite partners in print!

Phuket Gazette + The Nation

No one can match us for Classifieds!

* This special promotion is available through April 2007 and applies only to ads placed in the hard-copy Phuket Gazette. It does not apply to ads run solely in the Gazette Online.
The Cryptic Crossword

Compiled by Tortuus. © 2007

Across
2. Plead: “Frosted, grubby.” (8)
6. Goes out - direction to bulletin board. (4)
10. Stone head south of capital. (3,3)
11. Barnum & Bailey buyers circle fish. (8)
13. Smashes ship with crazy person inside. (8)
14. Ancient law for inlaid design. (6)
16. Panache of Lotus? (4)
17. I back bro or sis to get bird. (4)
18. With commercial it makes way in for 20 down. (4)
21. In the past, no going back to church. (4)
23. Albert to make singer. (4)
24. Portent of women only. (4)
28. Latin star takes spies to informal do. (6)
29. Turns away in confusion, sect fled. (8)
31. Having a bent, writer may recite. (8)
32. Season sees cardinal with Milan team. (6)
34. Drunk back in? Yes, for playthings. (4)
35. Don’t cable so much radio. (8)

Down
1. About runners, go over it again! (6)
2. Tool for father in fight. (6)
3. Note: Lends and ear and shines. (8)
4. Four drip. (1,1)
5. Spooky lake? (4)
7. Jail and bandit. (7)
8. Long tale, large town. Wisdom? (8)
9. Encourage Mr Ronay to take note. (3,2)
12. Flying brother or French town? (7)
15. Figure of speech when phone company was caught in lies. (7)
19. Animal companion to give home to teacher’s favorite. (5,3)
20. Pit company against Al – belongs to me! (8)
22. Little Big Horn? (5)
25. Cite sex, perhaps? Stimulates, certainly. (7)
26. Asian airline loses a girl. (5)
27. Mixed tripes connected to across. (6)
30. Relatively against? (4)
33. Medical examiner for first person. (2)

Sudoku

Sudoku is very simple: each row, each column and each “box” of nine squares within the puzzle must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9 with, naturally, no repetitions. Beware: there is only one solution to this puzzle, which is on the next page.

Answers on next page
Kids! Ask Mum and Dad to help you find the answers to these questions. They’re not easy but, if you do some research, you should be able to find the answers to all of them.

1. How many syllables are there in a haiku?
2. Craig Raine is associated with which style of poetry?
3. Who wrote, “The most startling incident in my life was the time I discovered myself to be a poet”?
4. Of which poet was it said that he was “so giftedly bad he backed unwittingly into genius”?
5. The Rev George Gilfillan was a member of which group of poets?
6. Who wrote the classic beat generation poem Howl?
7. What was poet Lord Byron’s full name?

8. Where is Byron’s heart buried?
9. Who portrayed Byron in the 1986 Ken Russell movie, Gothic?
10. Li Houzhu and Su Shi were exponents of which form of Chinese poetry?
11. In which language did the poet Aleksander Stavre Drenova write?
12. In which year did Palestinian poet Fadwa Toukan die?
13. In which US state is Mount Auburn Cemetery, famous as a final place for poets?
14. He was an Arabic poet who died in 1131. He also excelled in mathematics, philosophy and astronomy. Who was he?
15. About whom did Walt Whitman write O Captain! My Captain?
16. Which poet became a prisoner of war in 1360?
17. Which two World War I poets met while being treated for neurasthenia?
18. In which James Bond book will you find a number of haiku written by 17th century Japanese poet Basho?
19. Name the city in which a tomb, built for the poet Dante Alighieri, remains empty to this day.
20. What was the occupation of poet Léopold Sédar Senghor between 1960 and 1980?

Answers below, left.
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Quick Crossword

Across
1. Mimic.
3. Long, narrow inlets from the sea.
8. Maybe.
10. Internet address.
11. It makes you throw up.
15. Someone really good at something.
18. Run slowly.
20. Target.
22. Painkiller.
23. Colorado city.
24. Concept.

Solutions

Solution below, right
Scott Fitzgerald once said, “There are no second acts in American lives,” and Gonzo journalist Hunter S. Thompson was a classic example.

His first three books – Hell’s Angels, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, and Fear and Loathing on the Campaign Trail – were magnificent: energetic, crazed, outrageous, funny, insightful and original. He followed this up with a fat compendium of new and old stuff, The Great Shark Hunt, which was okay. And everything else he wrote afterward was pretty much crap.

In his last couple decades he descended into a private macloum of drink and drugs, a bloated self-parody, the cartoon Uncle Duke of the Doonesbury cartoon strip.

Two years ago, aged 67, he committed suicide with a pistol and, as per his will, had his ashes shot out of a fish-shaped son’s hometown.

His illustrator Ralph Steadman was with him for pretty much the whole ride. The success of his great masterpiece – Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey to the Heart of the American Dream – was largely due to Steadman’s demented drawings of Thompson and his sidekick Dr Gonzo as they tore around the nightmare of Las Vegas in a drug-crazed frenzy “in this foul year of our Lord 1971.”


They first met overing the Kentucky Derby in 1970 for Scanlon’s magazine. He imitates Thompson’s style with a chapter subhead reading: An innocent abroad & a meeting of twisted minds in Bluegrass country ... Eating out with Hunter ... Fibbly habits & Mace get in your eyes.

It’s interesting to get his side of the story. The tiny Welshman is fresh off the plane from Britain and is pretty much horrified by everything he sees in Louisville, Kentucky, which happens to be Thompson’s hometown.

He was looking up at the race results blackboard “when a voice like no other I had ever heard before cut into my thoughts, sinking its teeth into my brain. It was a cross between a shivered karate chop and gritty molasses.”

It’s Hunter Thompson, of course: “Damn near six foot six of solid bone and meat, holding a beaten-up leather bag in one hand and a cigarette between the arthritic fingers of the other. His eyes gave away nothing of what he thought he was looking at in me – a ‘matted-haired geek with string-warts’, as I found out later.”

Steadman upssets Thompson’s family and friends by the hideous caricatures he draws of them, but a firm friendship is established. Their next assignment is the America’s Cup race in Newport, Rhode Island. They wind up on a boat with a rock band partying around the harbor. They’re in a crowded dockside bar when Steadman asks Thom to buy him a drink. Thompson keeps taking, “They keep me sane and helpful, why? Thompson replies. Steadman pops one.

“I remember a couple of dogs lying under the piano looking bored. Obviously yachting dogs lashed to the boom, spared and tied to chair legs as accessories for rich sport. Splice the main brace, Rimle in the Jungle in Kinshasa in 1974 to a demented trip to Hawaii in 1980. There are also 150 photos. The long slide downward from their heyday 30 years ago is chronicled in long abusive letters which aren’t half as interesting as Steadman seems to think. And it’s true enough of their lives as well.
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April 21. BBQ with Live Band at Wine Connection Chalong.

All you can imagine for a great Saturday night. All-you-can-eat BBQ Buffet and Live Band for 349 baht, from 7 pm until midnight. For reservations call: 076-282411/2 or 087-889 6074.

Until April 30, BIS IB Visual Art Exhibition.

British International School (BIS) IB Visual Art Exhibition at Royal Phuket Marina.

The exhibition of about 100 pieces of art by seven BIS International Baccalaureate (IB) art major students includes sculptures, photographs, paintings and fashion visual artworks.

Open daily, 9 am to 5 pm. For more information call BIS at 076-238711-20 ext 0 or Jeanette Skelton at Royal Phuket Marina at 081-7971420.

April 22. ACYC racing.

The third race day of the Ao Chalong Yacht Club (ACYC) Keelboat and Multihull Race Series 2007. As ACYC race series is intended to be a family fun day on Chalong Bay, all are welcome to join regardless of sailing experience. Skipper’s briefing will be at 9 am at the ACYC clubhouse. For more information call Tony Knight at 01-7470074 or visit www.acychp.com

May 6. TriBallistic Triathlon.

Event 5 of the SILK TriBallistic Triathlon Series at the JW Marriott Phuket Resort & Spa.

May 26 and 27. Phuket International Rugby 10s.

Due to a scheduling conflict, the fifteen 7 Shorks from the UK will not be back in Phuket to defend their title as Phuket International Rugby 10s champ at this year’s event, at Karon Municipal Stadium May 26 and 27.

Two teams to watch out for this year, said tourney organizer Patrick Cotter, are Aussie Armed Services, who will comprise players from the Australian Army, Navy and Air Force squads, and Devon RFC.

The coffin dodgers old boys’ 10s competition will also be held during the weekend, as well as a welcome party, Tour Virgin Beauty Pageant and a fund-raising dinner.

PHUKET MARATHON


The Laguna Phuket International Marathon 2007 looks set to build substantially upon the success of last year’s inaugural event. Organizers Go Adventure Asia are expecting 1,500 international runners from 40 different countries.

A half-marathon and a 10km fun run will be held so that people of all ages and athleticism can take part.

Proceeds from the event will go to HOPE worldwide (Thailand), which is dedicated to helping neglected children and underprivileged girls in Thailand. For more information visit www.phuketmarathon.com

PHUKET TUGBY TOURNAMENT

For more information email Patrick Cotter at phuketrugby@ gmail.com or visit www.phuket rugbyasia.com


The Laguna Phuket International Marathon 2007 looks set to build substantially upon the success of last year’s inaugural event. Organizers Go Adventure Asia are expecting 1,500 international runners from 40 different countries.

A half-marathon and a 10km fun run will be held so that people of all ages and athleticism can take part.

Proceeds from the event will go to HOPE worldwide (Thailand), which is dedicated to helping neglected children and underprivileged girls in Thailand.

For more information visit www.phuketmarathon.com

Upcoming events on the island

For sale

An under developed housing project on the hill near Phuket town with construction permit

Land area 28-2-8 rai

Bangkok 0 2643 8223 www.knightfrank.co.th
Phuket 0 7631 8511 www.knightfrank.co.th

For more information call Hugo Jones at 081-7082024; email: hugodebl@hadyai.oxinfo. co.th or visit www.triballisticclub.com

For sale

An under developed housing project on the hill near Phuket town with construction permit

Land area 28-2-8 rai

Bangkok 0 2643 8223 www.knightfrank.co.th
Phuket 0 7631 8511 www.knightfrank.co.th
Worthwhile considering going Dutch on tsunami barrier

While Robert Bronce's visionary idea to construct a tsunami barrier [see Inside Story, pp 4-5] may at first sound like the very stuff of science fiction, there are few reasons for Phuket not to study his proposal carefully and consider issuing the Letter of Intent he seeks to build a pilot project in Patong Bay.

While revolutionary, the concept of stopping a tsunami in its tracks is not physically impossible, at least as far as preliminary laboratory testing carried out independently by water engineering graduate students in the Netherlands indicates. Dutch expertise in water engineering is not to be taken lightly. As far back as 1953, Dutch engineers built a 12-kilometer wave barrier to hold back the North Sea, creating one of the world's largest artificial lakes. The tsunami barrier envisioned for Patong would be relatively small-scale compared with many water engineering works that have been successfully built in Holland, saving that low-lying country from inundation by the sea.

Mr Broncel is realistic, conceding that a great deal more study would be needed before the barrier could ever be built — and fully aware of the minimal likelihood of getting the project funded by the Thai government.

All he and his partner Johann van den Noort are asking for is a no-strings-attached Letter of Intent from the relevant national or local authority, which they would present as proof of local interest when seeking funding from an international institution, such as the World Bank, or a philanthropic foundation chaired by one of the world's mega-rich.

While providing such a letter will cost Phuket nothing, the potential savings in terms of human life, property damage and lost tourism revenue should another tsunami hit are enormous. This is especially true in Patong, where the rush to rebuild was focused more on cosmetic improvements than minimizing the potential effects of any future disasters.

This proposal carefully and consider issuing the Letter of Intent he seeks to standard are called “women”.

Men BACK toward true equality to realize that we have taken but many jobs open to women list as "girls", but those who are not up to standard are called “women”.

"girls", but those who are not up to females he finds attractive as men the police say they have assigned. Many tourists, families with children and the elderly in particular will not come back because it’s to dangerous to cross the streets here. Do something — NOW. Per Dompet Patong

Patong is a raceway

Many times in the Phuket Gazette I have read of officials declaración that they want to reduce the deaths, accidents and injuries on the roads of Patong. Every day I see many accidents here. What do the officials or police do? Nothing. They only talk to each other and stand around and watch the traffic on the beach road and Rat-U-Thit 200 Ph Rd.

Cars and motorbikes drive 80 to 100km/h in Patong. In the morning and afternoon the minibuses drivers make a racetrack on the roads. On the beach road in the morning from Loma Park, just past Graceland hotel and to the crossing at Novotel, they drive over 120km/h.

The following measures need to be taken: 1) Reduce the speed limit to 30km/h on all streets in Patong; 2) Build speed bumps at pedestrian crossings; 3) Paint crossings a luminous color; 4) Build traffic lights at all crossings; 5) Monitor traffic speed using police equipped with radar guns; 6) Introduce speed limits and issue fines to all who drive over 30 km/h. Noisy motorbikes are also a big problem in Patong. Can’t this be another responsibility for police, to stop noisy motorbikes? Police could stop the drivers on Rat-U-Thit Rd or the beach road. If they do not stop, put a nail carpet on the road. Confiscate the motorbike. Resident farangs should lose their residence permit and be deported.

I and others have seen no evidence of the 75 extra police officers the police say they have assigned. Many tourists, families with children and the elderly in particular will not come back because it’s too dangerous to cross the streets here.

Chauvinism lives on here in Phuket

Yet another example of chauvinism is alive and well. Richard, from France, interviewed in the article on Thai/foreigner relationships in the April 14 Gazette certainly proves his own bigotry with his statements: “Modern European and Western women want to be like a man, they argue… don’t want to stay home or cook… They want to have a career.”

Thank you for re-enforcing my argument that Western men crave Thai women because of their willingness to be compliant personal household servants. Does this man honestly believe that Thai women have no choice? The man’s own statements proves his own bigotry of choices, yet consistently choose marriage over independence?

May I suggest Richard take a look at the classified ads in the national newspapers and count just how many well-paying jobs advertise “male only” and how many jobs open to women list as requirements “under 30, with picture”.

Give Thai women the same opportunities their Western sisters have been fighting for almost a hundred years now and let’s see how many of those women actually “choose” to marry men like Richard.

Aside from keeping Richard’s house and cooking, another of his requirements in order to find women suitable is “long, black hair”. He’s careful to add though that other men will have other requirements such as, “blonde, short or tall”.

I also found it interesting that in the same article, “David” states “classic features, small frame” are what he considers important. He consistently refers to females he finds attractive as “girls”, but those who are not up to standard are called “women”.

Good grief, I am saddened to realize that we have taken but only a small step in the long journey BACK toward true equality of the sexes. Until that time, it seems women, or “girls”, are to be rated and cherished on a scale of their perceived physical attractiveness and willingness to serve.

Christy K Sweet
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Aside from keeping Richard’s house and cooking, another of his requirements in order to find women suitable is “long, black hair”. He’s careful to add though that other men will have other requirements such as, “blonde, short or tall”.

I also found it interesting that in the same article, “David” states “classic features, small frame” are what he considers important. He consistently refers to females he finds attractive as “girls”, but those who are not up to standard are called “women”.

Good grief, I am saddened to realize that we have taken but only a small step in the long journey BACK toward true equality of the sexes. Until that time, it seems women, or “girls”, are to be rated and cherished on a scale of their perceived physical attractiveness and willingness to serve.

Christy K Sweet

Cheng Talay

Patong is a raceway

Many times in the Phuket Gazette I have read of officials declaring that they want to reduce the deaths, accidents and injuries on the roads of Patong. Every day I see many accidents here. What do the officials or police do? Nothing. They only talk to each other and stand around and watch the traffic on the beach road and Rat-U-Thit 200 Ph Rd.

Cars and motorbikes drive 80 to 100km/h in Patong. In the morning and afternoon the minibuses drivers make a racetrack on the roads. On the beach road in the morning from Loma Park, just past Graceland hotel and to the crossing at Novotel, they drive over 120km/h.

The following measures need to be taken: 1) Reduce the speed limit to 30km/h on all streets in Patong; 2) Build speed bumps at pedestrian crossings; 3) Paint crossings a luminous color; 4) Build traffic lights at all crossings; 5) Monitor traffic speed using police equipped with radar guns; 6) Introduce speed limits and issue fines to all who drive over 30 km/h. Noisy motorbikes are also a big problem in Patong. Can’t this be another responsibility for police, to stop noisy motorbikes? Police could stop the drivers on Rat-U-Thit Rd or the beach road. If they do not stop, put a nail carpet on the road. Confiscate the motorbike. Resident farangs should lose their residence permit and be deported.

I and others have seen no evidence of the 75 extra police officers the police say they have assigned. Many tourists, families with children and the elderly in particular will not come back because it’s too dangerous to cross the streets here.

Do something — NOW. Per Dompet Patong

31 days has September, April, June

Regarding the letter from Dennis Wiley in the April 7 issue concerning overstaying.

I married a Thai in the UK, where she has Permanent Right of Residence, free medical care and a pension. Five years ago we retired to Thailand, where I do not enjoy any of those things.

I have to renew my Thai visa every three months in Malaysia for 2,000 baht, and often wondered why it only lasted three days short of the 90 it was supposed to be for. I never bothered to ask at Immigration because of their offhand attitude.

It is much easier for Thai Immigration officials to add three months and deduct three days to the date of arrival regardless of the number of days in each month.

Every Thai knows there are 31 days in every month! It also means more money for Thailand! The stock answer? If you don’t like it, go back to your country!

Peter Barnes
No more excuses for failed tsunami warning towers

I am really upset with the failure of the latest drill of the warning system. I’m not sure if the large budget spent on the system was worth it or not. I don’t know if our people would be safe if another tsunami happened.

Everybody knew we were going to have a test of the system and they knew not to be afraid of voices coming from the tower speakers.

I announced to Mai Khao villagers in the mosque and on the community radio that the test of the warning system would happen in the morning and to please listen for it.

We waited for the drill, but nothing happened. In the afternoon we heard that the test had failed.

It wasn’t until the next day that we heard officially that the test of the system was canceled because the National Disaster Warning Center (NDWC) was worried that people would scare tourists and affect tourism.

The NDWC’s first priority should be saving lives, not worrying about tourism.

If another tsunami happened again, what would we do? This shouldn’t be a political game with the people.

I announced to the world that we had a plan, but even the test didn’t work, so now we don’t know if the system will function at all.

Sometimes I really want to have a second tsunami in Phuket because I want to know if Phuket’s system is operating or not. The government always says that it is sure it is working and that Phuket has the best of warning systems, but we can’t be sure if this is true or not.

I don’t think that we should try to switch the blame to someone else.

Are there any 24-hour gas stations in Phuket?

Visa for a handicapped relative

We would like to ask Immigration what we can do about our 46-year-old sister who has a paralyzed hand and leg and who is currently not working. We have nobody to look after her in India and we would like to ask Immigration what we can do about her.

Disha Sadarangani

Renewing one-year ‘retirement visas’

Visa for a handicapped relative

We would like to ask Immigration what we can do about our 46-year-old sister who has a paralyzed hand and leg and who is currently not working. We have nobody to look after her in India and we would like to ask Immigration what we can do about her.

Disha Sadarangani

Pol Capt Krissarat Nusen of the Phuket Provincial Immigration Office replies:

A retiree must have 800,000 baht deposited in a Thai bank account for at least three months before applying for or renewing a ‘retirement visa’ [a permit to stay issued by Immigration granted on the basis that the applicant has retired].

Alternatively, the applicant can show a document issued by the Embassy in Thailand for his or her home country verifying that the applicant receives a monthly retirement pension of at least 65,000 baht per month.

Visa for a handicapped relative

We would like to ask Immigration what we can do about our 46-year-old sister who has a paralyzed hand and leg and who is currently not working. We have nobody to look after her in India and we would like to know the procedure to bring her to Phuket?

Write to: The Phuket Gazette, 367/2 Yaowarat Rd, Muang, Phuket 83000. Fax 076-213971, or submit your request to our website at www.phuketgazette.net

Pol Capt Krissarat Nusen of the Phuket Provincial Immigration Office replies:

We do not have a special class of permits to stay especially for handicapped people. Permits to stay issued to relatives of people living in Thailand are issued only to spouses, parents and children; not sisters or brothers. Your sister can apply for a tourist visa, on which she will be allowed to stay 30 days, but an extension of seven days’ stay can be granted after the visa expires.

Write to: The Phuket Gazette, 367/2 Yaowarat Rd, Muang, Phuket 83000. Fax 076-213971, or submit your request to our website at www.phuketgazette.net

Pol Capt Krissarat Nusen of the Phuket Provincial Immigration Office replies:

The cancellation of the testing of 78 of the 79 tsunami warning towers on April 7 left Virojn Manajitt, Phu Yai Baan (village chief) of Moo 2 Mai Khao, frustrated with the entire system. Was it a waste of money? Does it really work or not? Can he trust what the government officials say about it?

K. Virojn expresses his concerns about the safety of the system and the ineffectiveness of those responsible for it.
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No place for nationalism

When meeting foreign businessmen to discuss the Foreign Business Act, the current Commerce Minister told the Joint Chambers of Commerce that there is a sense of nationalism in the land of Thailand and he says, “we have to respect that”. What he’s really saying is that he – or the “interests” he’s representing – doesn’t like foreigners and that he doesn’t know much about day-to-day trading.

This is typical of people who are too old for today’s business world. It’s not just old Thais, it’s old Australians, Brits, Americans, Chinese and anywhere else you’d care to think of. It’s the old against the younger generations, against the modern world of business and instant global communications.

Older people remember wars and cannot forget, and you cannot blame them for that. They lived in terrible times and saw deaths and destruction, and eventually war. Nobody is born a nationalist, they are only taught nationalism in today’s world of business and cannot forget, and you should always happily applaud the fine performance of the other country.

That’s what sport is all about, bringing people together in a spirit of competition. Anywhere else, nationalism brings distrust and eventually hatred. The children of any race, religion and culture will happily play together, love each other, and would normally stay friends for life. This will only continue until their elders begin to tell them that they are different, and that somebody else is not equal because they believe in a different God, or because they are a different race.

There is no place for nationalism in today’s world of business or day-to-day life. Nationalism is Burma and North Korea. Nationalism and racism are the enemy of peace, whether it is in the guise of religion or not. The eventual prize for the nationalist is hatred and destruction, and eventually complete ruin. Nobody is born a nationalist, they are only taught by others.

LARGER THAN LIFE

By Graham Doven

ished 20 years before, but it was still very much alive in both my grandmother’s and my aunt’s minds. Most wars are fought over money and resources, but nationalism is the tool that is most often used to stir up the people. Nationalism has only one place in today’s world, and that is in sport. You can have as much national pride as you want when the whistle blows to start an international match. It’s exciting and inspiring to hear the national anthem in the big stadium, but when the game is over you may be delighted with the result or you may be disappointed, but you should always happily applaud the fine performance of the other country.

That’s what sport is all about, bringing people together in a spirit of competition. Anywhere else, nationalism brings distrust and eventually hatred. The children of any race, religion and culture will happily play together, love each other, and would normally stay friends for life. This will only continue until their elders begin to tell them that they are different, and that somebody else is not equal because they believe in a different God, or because they are a different race.

There is no place for nationalism in today’s world of business or day-to-day life. Nationalism is Burma and North Korea. Nationalism and racism are the enemy of peace, whether it is in the guise of religion or not. The eventual prize for the nationalist is hatred and destruction, and eventually complete ruin. Nobody is born a nationalist, they are only taught by others.

The recent drive by the government to rid Thailand of societal ills could prove to be an unexpected fillip for Pattaya’s tourism industry, according to Khun Pureasthedrivensnow, the newly-installed Mayor of Pattaya, who won a landslide victory recently with his “war on masturbation” platform.

The overseas-educated Mayor, who has a PhD from Hugh Hefner University in Chicago, has proposed a radical change to the way the resort is marketed overseas, suggesting the idea of trying to attract families wasn’t really working as well as previous administrations had claimed.

As an example, he noted the incredible increase in the number of go-go bars operating in the city, ratcheting up his family-friendly plan. When the young Bill put his father’s truck in to the creek after he’d stayed in the pub too long.

World War II may have finished 20 years before, but it was still very much alive in both my grandmother’s and my aunt’s minds. Most wars are fought over money and resources, but nationalism is the tool that is most often used to stir up the people. Nationalism has only one place in today’s world, and that is in sport. You can have as much national pride as you want when the whistle blows to start an international match. It’s exciting and inspiring to hear the national anthem in the big stadium, but when the game is over you may be delighted with the result or you may be disappointed, but you should always happily applaud the fine performance of the other country.

That’s what sport is all about, bringing people together in a spirit of competition. Anywhere else, nationalism brings distrust and eventually hatred. The children of any race, religion and culture will happily play together, love each other, and would normally stay friends for life. This will only continue until their elders begin to tell them that they are different, and that somebody else is not equal because they believe in a different God, or because they are a different race.

There is no place for nationalism in today’s world of business or day-to-day life. Nationalism is Burma and North Korea. Nationalism and racism are the enemy of peace, whether it is in the guise of religion or not. The eventual prize for the nationalist is hatred and destruction, and eventually complete ruin. Nobody is born a nationalist, they are only taught by others.

The Mayor was quick to point out the potential financial benefits, not just for himself and his family, but for the world at large, if Pattaya was correctly promoted as the center of communal, rather than solitary, sexual fulfillment.

Opponents of K. Pureasthedrivensnow suggested the new mayoral incumbent had spent far too long studying overseas and had lost sight of his own cultural roots.

For his part, the mayor said, “In this politically correct world, I think a line has to be drawn somewhere, and it is my considered opinion that providing up-front and in-your-face sexual satisfaction is what has made Pattaya great and will continue to do so.”

By maintaining the status quo, we will be doing a great service to humankind. We will be at the forefront of ending self-abuse, the sin of Onan, or, to put it bluntly in the vernacular, wanking will be the driving force behind the once-pronounced anal probes, nipple clamping, and tubes of KY jelly.

The upside, according to Mayor Pureasthedrivensnow, would be a concomitant reduction in gay bashings, intravenous drug use, and suicide bombings in countries which had large numbers of young and frustrated people coming to visit Pattaya.

Although the downside would be a sharp increase in premarital pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases, the mayor found a silver lining by stating cheerfully, “This would bolster medical practices and keep hospitals fully staffed.” Can’t argue with that logic.
TAURUS (April 21 – May 21): Happy days lie ahead, especially if you are celebrating a birthday this week. The year ahead should be a golden one as monetary questions that have been hanging over your head for too long will be answered very soon. Take time out to review mistakes that you’ve made during the past year and set some challenging goals for yourself.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21): Events in business have been forecast to proceed at full speed ahead. You will have the energy necessary to accomplish many things until the end of April. However, this will come at a cost to your personal relationships. Avoid friction in the family by springing a surprise outing this weekend. If you’re single, wear the color dusty rose to send subtle signals.

CANCER (June 22 – July 23): Get your priorities right and the week ahead will be fulfilling. Not planning ahead can lead to frustration, particularly on Monday and Tuesday. Virgo is working on a way to show romantic interest; it will be worth the wait if you’re single. If you are already in a relationship, enjoy a romantic evening on Saturday. The number 2 may bring luck on Wednesday.

LEO (July 24 – August 22): Relinquish the low profile you’ve been keeping since the beginning of the year. This is the week to start shining, and the attention you attract will place you in good stead during the months ahead. The only cloud hovering above you concerns a personal relationship that has been on shifting sands lately. Sunday is a positive day to have an honest discussion.

VIRGO (August 23 – September 23): Your love life is put to the test this week. If you’ve been economical with the truth you must face up to this or see your relationship fizzle out fast. Your career is looking up; and if work has been scarce recently, expect to be rushed off your feet soon. Eat plenty of fresh fruit to top up energy levels and resist the temptation to party until sunrise.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23): Prosperity is well-starred during the last days of April. You are now reaping the rewards of hard work done earlier in the year. If you’re still waiting for payment due from a business deal, expect to hear good news midweek. A joint venture with Pisces is not a good idea, but if they agree to your terms then it’s worth further consideration. Romance takes you by surprise this weekend.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22): A cloud that’s been hanging over your head does have a silver lining. Astral backing during the final days of April should ensure that you have no excuses for feeling down. Work commitments tire you after Tuesday, but it’s not a good idea to trust others to do important things. Wear the color vanilla to encourage a sweeter mood.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21): Keep a tight grip on financial matters this week. A monetary mishap is forecast, but this can be avoided if you are vigilant. The temperature rises in a romantic relationship. If you are already involved, your partner will show how much they care this weekend. If single, you should accept a social invitation on Saturday. Wear the color flame orange to add fire to your appeal.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20): The only way to get the message across to someone you don’t want to associate with is to freeze them out. If this person is an Arian, it will be difficult to ignore their advances. On Monday, you’re all at sea regarding an investment. It would be better not to commit until mid-May, when the stars will support new endeavors. The number 4 can bring luck on Thursday.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19): Sparks fly when you meet an alluring Piscean this weekend. If you are ready to board the love boat again look forward to an exciting summer. If you’re still nursing the wounds of a failed relationship, it’s still worth making friends with this person. Romance could blossom later. A delayed payment has you ready to stir up trouble midweek, but this will achieve nothing except invoke bad feelings.

PISCES (February 20 – March 20): It appears you have forgotten a promise to help a friend. Those who have had other things on your minds should come clean and ask for forgiveness. Honesty is the best approach. While work matters are occupying much of your time and attention, resist accepting other commitments. The pace of life is set to slow down next month and a much-needed holiday is also indicated then.

ARIES (March 21 – April 20): The temptation to throw caution to the wind is strong this weekend. Take care of your money and leave excess cash at home. Where a budding romance with Taurus is concerned, the heat is definitely on. However, not everyone will be thrilled at the prospect of this liaison. A dream you have this weekend gives inspiration for a change of career.
Know your alphabet soup

Fast Internet options on the island are growing so quickly you need a scorecard to keep up. Consider this article the latest update in the broadband wars, Phuket style.

Note that I always test line speeds with www.dslreports.com/speedtest, running their Java-based test on a connection to the US west coast. If you’re testing Internet speeds within Thailand (using adslthailand.com, for example), your results will be very different from international speeds.

The fastest widely available Internet service in Phuket? CAT HiNET. I’m not talking about the CAT service from TOT or TT&T or any other Internet company. I’m talking about CAT’s own HiNET service, which only works with a line that’s installed by CAT.

CAT HiNET employs ADSL technology, which means the signals travel over an ordinary-looking telephone wire. You plug your computer or router into a wall socket that looks just like a phone jack. The service is 2,600 baht per month – very expensive by international standards, but you get what you pay for.

CAT rates the line at 2048 kilobits per second (Kbps) downloading and 500 Kbps uploading, and I routinely see real speeds of 1,400 to 1,600 Kbps both at my home office in north Patong and I routinely see real speeds of 60 Kbps or less, and rarely exceed 200 Kbps, even at 5 am. Most frustratingly, the speeds drop way down in the afternoon and evening, and especially on weekends.

I have a lot of anecdotal evidence that premium ADSL services from other providers are marginally faster. If you have an ADSL line that you like, write to me! I’d love to hear about it.

WIRELESS

If you can’t get a CAT HiNET line, if you need the mobility of a wireless connection, and/or if you don’t want to shell out 2,600 baht per month for an Internet connection, your next-bestschoice involves a different kind of technology called CDMA.

Here’s where things get complicated. There are four different kinds of wireless Internet access that you’ll find here on the island. They may sound similar, and they all offer ways onto the Internet without using a phone line, but they’re very different.

“Here’s where things get complicated. There are four different kinds of wireless Internet access that you’ll find here on the island. They may sound similar, and they all offer ways onto the Internet without using a phone line, but they’re very different.”

For example, (60 Kbps or less), to download your email, but frightfully slow for almost anything else.

The third kind of wireless Internet is a close relative to GPRS, but works at faster speeds – 100 to 150 Kbps. There are several similar services that employ this “second generation” mobile phone technology. In Phuket, you’re most likely to encounter the terms EDGE or CDMA2000 1x. Sorry about the confusing terminology, but that’s the industry’s fault.

DTAC, AIS and True all offer EDGE in various flavors; CAT offers CDMA2000 1x (also called, confusingly, CDMA1x and just plain 1x). They all use similar methods to deliver similar access speeds.

The latest, fastest wireless technology – called EV-DO (or 1xEV-DO, or “dee oh”) – hooks into a “third generation” mobile phone system from CAT.

Right now, CAT only offers DoX access via the Sierra Wireline AirCard 580, a PCMCIA card that’s been discontinued by the manufacturer. The card’s expensive (12,900 baht with three months’ free access), but unlimited Internet access costs only 400 baht per month. At 400 to 500 Kbps download speeds, DO runs rings around the wireless competition.

THERE’S MORE

Got that? Good. Permit me to confuse you even more.

CAT wants to sell more DO cards, so it doesn’t sell a wireless router for the Sierra AirCard. As you can see in the picture on this page, Linksys WRT54GG-ST uses an AirCard for its Internet connection: stick your AirCard into the top of the router, and all of a sudden you have fast Internet access for all of the computers that you can plug into the router, plus any computer connected via WiFi. It’s a weird hybrid that bridges the gap between DO and WiFi. I’m seeing more and more of these AirCard wireless routers in Phuket, brought in from the US – and at least two were on sale here on the island.

Finally, the flavor of DO that CAT runs right now is called Rev 0 (“rev zero”). There’s a faster flavor in the wings called Rev A (“rev a”). In practice, transmission speeds for EV-DO Rev A are slightly higher than those for EV-DO Rev 0. The main attraction of Rev A? For technical reasons that are hard to explain, Skype and other VoIP services work better with Rev A than they do with Rev 0.

I have no idea when CAT will start offering EV-DO Rev A, but when they do, international phone calls will be free.

When he’s not writing computer books and magazine and newsletter articles, or knocking Microsoft on his website, Woody Leonard (woody@khuwoody.com) runs Khun Woody’s Bakery and the Sandwich Shoppe in Patong.

ARE YOU HOT?

Here are two absolutely free WiFi access hotspots on the island.

• Valhalla V-Plaza, Soi Sunnet, Patong 2561 512Kbps. Available 24/7.
• Aqua Restaurant and Bar, Paradise Complex, Patong. 512K ADSL. 8:30 am to 4 am.

If you’re hot – and free – just drop Woody an email.
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Panama’s allure for expats

The expatriate community of Thailand has little in common as an overall entity except that they are expatriates. Many regard Thailand as home and some see it as another country in which they will spend part of their lives. That said, a substantial number of people want to know what are their options regarding other countries which offer a similar climate where the local government is extending a welcome.

For the super rich, the list of countries is reasonably large, but the range of choices for the “middle class” of expatriates is relatively small, especially where land ownership is a requirement, combined with long-term security. Into this list, I also factor a reasonably high standard of medical care at affordable rates.

One reader brought my attention to a country that quite honestly had never even reached my radar screen – Panama. Shortly thereafter I had a telephone call from a Bangkok-based company in my industry wanting to buy my business as “We hear you’re leaving Thailand”. However, people do like to have options in life even if they never get around to examining these in depth, let alone taking up an option.

Panama has thrown out the welcome mat to expatriates and the Panamanian government is seeking immigrants both for retirement and to set up businesses. It is a small country, only 29,760 square miles; about the size of my native Scotland. Fortunately, it enjoys a much more pleasant climate, very similar to that of Phuket.

Panama is becoming a relatively popular retirement destination not only with Americans but also with French, Germans and other nationalities. The economy is largely dependent on agriculture, financial services and tourism, with some manufacturing. Naturally, the Panama Canal is a major source of revenue and there is a review taking place in June this year with an upward bias (naturally) on fees. In an age of high fuel costs, the Panama Canal is in a very favorable position.

For retirees, the government of Panama is looking for either pension income of US$500 per month or a lump sum of US$200,000. The latter can be invested in a bank account locally, invested in property or a mixture. For example: US$120,000 in a property and US$80,000 in a bank deposit.

There are few restrictions on the purchase of property, only that it have a proper title deed and that it be not less than 10 kilometers from an international border. The latter requirement would appear to deter drug smugglers from setting up “shop” close to Columbia, which borders Panama to the east, and in any event most sensible people would want to keep some distance from that unfortunate country.

There are also some restrictions on the purchase of some island property, but islands such as Bocas Del Toro have become popular with resident expatriates. It is a short journey from the beaches of the Caribbean to those of the Pacific.

Due to its close proximity to the equator, Panama does not suffer from hurricanes and it is geologically stable (no earthquakes).

The Government of Panama is headed by a democratically elected President who is allowed to hold office for only one five-year term. Expatriates are entitled to import one duty-free vehicle every two years. After five years of residency, they have the option of taking out Panamanian citizenship depending on what type of visa has been selected.

Expatriates are also given a 10-year guarantee that does not con- cession will not be withdrawn.

Panama has a long history of being a “tax haven” and many people throughout the world use Panamanian companies as low-cost investment vehicles, even if they have never set foot in the country. There are 120 banks from 35 countries, including Citibank and HSBC, operating in Panama.

Hospitals come in two formats: government and private. Many private hospitals are affiliated with hospitals in the US, but costs are much lower. Most doctors have qualifications from either the US or Europe. Government hospitals can be accessed by everyone.

For education, there are three US university branches in Panama City, two of which are accredited international schools.

Panama also has world-class deep-sea fishing, scuba diving, surfing, white-water rafting and many golf courses. It is also a treasure trove for lovers of flora and fauna.

Currency is simple; Panama’s currency is the US Dollar and that really makes life and financial planning straightforward. There are no exchange controls. Viva Panama!

For those interested in starting a business, it is a very welcoming environment. Small businesses only require capital of US$40,000 (around 1.5 million balboa) and must employ a minimum of three locals. Presumably, that would mean a maid, gardener and driver; expatriates are resourceful enough to make their own decisions.

Spanish, although the official language, is not a necessity for expatriates as English is widely used and many expatriates never get around to learning the native language. Although for those with an affinity for languages no doubt there are some advantages in learning Spanish.

The reader who introduced me to the “Panama concept” is traveling there in June and, for interested parties, I shall have more information.

Richard Watson runs Global Portfolios Co Ltd, a Phuket-based personal financial planning service. He can be reached at Tel and Fax: 076-381997. Mobile: 081-081-4611. Email: imm@loxinfo.co.th
Kingdom Holdings ‘favors Asia for growth’

By Teddy Tucker

The recent acquisition of properties in China and Southeast Asia by Kingdom Holdings Investments (KHI) are part of an overall strategy to diversify its hotel and resort holdings and to take advantage of the rapid growth the region offers, Tim Hansing, Senior Vice President of Acquisitions & Development for KHI, told the Gazette recently.

This strategy included the purchase in May last year of what was then the Crowne Plaza Karon Beach Phuket resort by KHI, which brought Swiss company Movenpick in to replace Crowne Plaza as manager.

So far this year KHI has announced the purchase of properties for the development of a Four Seasons in Langkawi, the Fairmont Raffles in Manila and the Raffles hotel in Da Nang, Vietnam.

It also announced on April 10 that it had bought a hotel in Kunshan, China. HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal of Saudia Arabia, Chairman of KHI, said, “China is the world’s fastest growing economy. . . . we will be well positioned to capitalize on the region’s economic growth.”

Vital Statistics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>February 2006</th>
<th>February 2007</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International passenger (total)</td>
<td>173,506</td>
<td>244,830</td>
<td>+41.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic passengers (total)</td>
<td>261,937</td>
<td>309,921</td>
<td>+18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Aircraft movements</td>
<td>1,191</td>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>+46.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Aircraft movements</td>
<td>1,317</td>
<td>1,734</td>
<td>+31.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Phuket International Airport

Speaking of the Raffles Resort Phang Nga project, Hansing said, “We chose the location based on its easy access to the airport as well as the beautiful beach and the freshwater lake where the resort will be sited.”

Hansing is optimistic about the Phang Nga project. “We don’t anticipate any special problems with government, labor or environmental issues as we have had lots of experience putting together projects in developing countries. “We are familiar with governments in transition, military governments and other issues.”

KHI is headquartered in Dubai and is an international hotel and resort acquisition and development company focused on high-growth emerging markets such as the Middle East, Asia, Africa and Europe. The company has ownership interests in 34 properties in 17 countries. The properties include 20 operational hotels and resorts and 14 hotels and resorts currently under construction or as part of existing hotel expansion. KHI is listed on the Dubai and London stock exchanges.
Prizefighting: the early years

By Scott Mallon

For nearly 50 years, actor Charles Bronson was the classic cinematic tough guy. He’ll probably always be one of my favorite actors and I was truly sad when he passed away in August of 2003. I grew up watching his movies; “The Mechanic”, “My Majestyk”, “Breakheart Pass” and, of course, “Death Wish.”

Probably one of his best movies, though, was “Hard Times” (1975) which fictionally chronicles a strong and silent bare-knuckle fighter’s life and his quest to fight the best and find the big money. Set in the depression, this movie gives a glimpse into the bare-knuckle, no-holds-barred, street fighting bouts of days gone by.

Boxing as an organized sport dates back about 5,000 years; some ancient forms make present-day boxing seem tame in comparison. When boxing was added to the Olympics in 688 BC, a boxer’s only protection was strips of soft ox hide wrapped around the hand. The strips, called himantes, were about 10 to 12 feet in length. The fingertips and thumb were uncovered, while the knuckle portion had outside layers of hard, sharp-edged leather added to make the blows more devastating. Inside, wool was used to protect the hands, though this must have made them quite sweaty as well.

The Roman invention of the caestus, a boxing glove reinforced with iron and lead, transformed the Greek art of boxing into an even more vicious battle. There were no time limits in these bouts, which ended only by submission or death. Often held in makeshift outdoor stadiums, fighters would jockey for position to lead their opponents into the glare of the sun, thereby blinding them and rendering them momentarily defenseless.

In order to prevent contests from reaching excessive lengths of time, fighters were given the option of “klimax.” The combatants would take turns remaining motionless and striking each other, with a winner declared when one of the fighters admitted defeat – or were rendered incapable of continuing.

In 393 or 394 AD the Greek Olympics were abolished, but boxing continued mainly in makeshift outdoor stadiums, which were barred, street fighting bouts of the way for modern boxing.

The highlight of that match was when Didi’s scorekeeper Chris flipped in the season’s first 180. Another highlight was when Didi himself happened to return to the bar from Switzerland during the doubles play, inspiring his boys onto their turn around – until he succumbed to jet lag and called it a night.

In another interesting match-up, the hottest team towards the end of the last league, Offshore, crushed newcomers Simply Red 8-1, taking the beer leg as well.

Some suspect a performance-enhancing substance, possibly beer, was involved, while others note that first matches by “expansion” teams often end up in a repeat.

Shakers, who have rejoined the league after a high-season hiatus, looked in strong form as well, taking all three points playing off the Beach House on Nanai Rd.

The only other team to pick up all three points was Dogs Bollocks, who got off to a strong start with a 7-2 victory at home against Queen Mary.

KOH KAEW: The British International School (BIS) will hold a 5-kilometer fun run Sunday May 13 to raise funds for the school, including money to cover the basketball court and provide shade for the tennis courts.

A warm-up will begin at 3:45 pm and the run will start at 4 pm at BIS.

Registration is 200 baht for adults and includes an event shirt. After the run there will be a swim at the BIS pool, sausage sizzle and entertainment.

Darts

PATONG: In the first week of play in the low-season installment of the Patong Darts League, defending champs Piccadilly won their first five singles games before losing every other game, including the all-important beer leg.

The highlight of that match came when Didi’s scorekeeper Chris flipped in the season’s first 180. Another highlight was when Didi himself happened to return to the bar from Switzerland during the doubles play, inspiring his boys onto their turn around – until he succumbed to jet lag and called it a night.

In another interesting match-up, the hottest team towards the end of the last league, Offshore, crushed newcomers Simply Red 8-1, taking the beer leg as well.

Some suspect a performance-enhancing substance, possibly beer, was involved, while others note that first matches by “expansion” teams often end up in a repeat.

Shakers, who have rejoined the league after a high-season hiatus, looked in strong form as well, taking all three points playing off the Beach House on Nanai Rd.

The only other team to pick up all three points was Dogs Bollocks, who got off to a strong start with a 7-2 victory at home against Queen Mary.

All team players are encouraged to submit notes about big closers, double-one marathons, or comely barkeeps to: darts@phuketgazette.net for inclusion in this article.

April 10 results: Didi’s 4 Piccadilly 5; Dogs Bollocks 7 Queen Mary 2; Beach House 4 Shakers 5; Offshore 8 Simply Red 1; Coyote Bar 7 Valhalla 2. (* = winner of beer leg).

April 24 matchups: Didi’s v Dogs Bollocks; Queen Mary v Piccadilly; Beach House v Offshore; Coyote Bar v Shakers; Valhalla v Simply Red (home team first).
Academicals make it two in a row

By Mark Whetton

CHERNG TALAY: After a week of rain, Phuket Academicals (PAC) managed to pull off a victory over the Island Cricket Club (ICC) in the final of the Island Furniture Cricket League, held in stiflingly hot conditions at the Cherng Talay school on April 15.

The PAC team had topped the points table for the season with 83 points while the ICC lads had gathered 71. Third were the Cricketers Club Phuket side with 56 while Patong had to settle for last place on the table finishing a point behind with 55. The final had all the makings of being a replay of last season’s decider with the same two teams fighting it out.

The players and spectators were honored to have ex-Australian international player Trevor Chappell as one of the umpires who also oversaw the toss. This was won by PAC skipper Roddy Meyer who, given the hot conditions, decided to put his side into bat first.

Meyer would have been a bit worried within the first over however when he was bowled for just one run by a low ball from Diwan Mydeen. Some very tight bowling by the ICC team saw them give away just 28 runs in the first 10 overs. The season’s top-scoring batsman Jafar Ali was caught at point by Anand Chand for just 10. The ICC team were looking in good shape at the first drinks break by having PAC 2 for 31.

Academicals batsmen Mike Ayling and Dave Kelleway, however, then put together what is undoubtedly one of the best batting partnerships ever witnessed in the league. Kelleway soon had the scoreboard ticking over but the heat was having an obvious effect. Running singles just didn’t appeal to him as was shown by him dispatching one of Rajiv Pandey’s overs for 25 runs, which included 3 fours and 2 sixes.

Ayling continued his stable innings at the other end but was eventually stumped off the bowling of Sameer after batting for 2½ hours. Other batting mentions were 18 from Stuart Reading and 14 not out from Daryl Orchard. He hit a four off the last ball of the innings to take the PAC total to 202 for 5 off their 35 overs. A very respectable total and one that wouldn’t be easy to reach for the ICC lads after spending a couple of hours in the sun.

After lunch, the ICC batsmen set out to chase down 203 for a win. They didn’t get off to a good start, losing Anand (1), Hardeep Kapoor (3) and Sameer (4) within the first 10 overs. A decent stand by Surender (24) and skipper Deepak “Vicky” Mehra (11) was eventually ended by the usual tight bowling from Nifty Catts, Ali and Meyer who each bowled 9 overs. By the 20th over, ICC were 6 wickets down for just 78 runs on the board and the writing was on the wall. A brief stand by tail-enders Rajiv (23 not out) and Dev (12) was entertaining but the target was never in danger.

PAC won their second consecutive title bowling ICC all out for 126 in the 27th over. Bowling mentions were Ali with 3-38 off his 9 overs while Meyer snatched 4-39 off his nine. Man of the Match went to Dave Kelleway for his 75.

Anyone interested in playing in or supporting next season’s league can contact Mark Whetton via email at scarfy@loxinfo.co.th or by telephone at 086-1208346.

Academicals make it two in a row
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KRABI: Twenty-five climbers raced up the cliff faces of Railay Beach in Ao Nang as part of the premier Speed Rock Climbing Competition April 15. The event, organized by ClimMan Climbing Center and the Sheraton Krabi Beach Resort, raised money for charity.

Climbers were divided into professional and amateur categories as they raced 12 meters or more up the cliff faces. The winner received a trophy and 2,000 baht cash.

Organizers say they plan to hold the event again next year.
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Baramee Hill Co Ltd’s Patong Loft Condominium is now 80% complete and 80% of the 72 units for sale have been sold in the 300-million-baht first phase of the project.

Joe S Kasisopa, Sales and Marketing Director of Baramee Hill Co Ltd, said that the 82-unit building, with 10 ground-floor shop units for rent, is the first phase of the Patong Loft Condominium project on five rai on Phra Barami Rd.

“We reserved about 50% of the land for phase two of Patong Loft. When phase one is finished we will begin a new condominium project on Nanai Rd which will be called the Nanai Loft. When that is 70% complete we will start phase two of Patong Loft. Completion of phase one and phase two of the project will take about two years,” he explained.

The first phase of the project has been under construction since late last year and is expected to be completed by December this year.

The building will have 72 living units on the second to seventh floors and 10 shop units on the first floor. Accommodation will be available in four types: studio, one-bedroom apartment, two-bedroom apartment and two-bedroom penthouses.

There will be eight studio units of 40 square meters, 20 one-bedroom units of 56sqm, 36 two-bedroom units of 90sqm and eight two-bedroom penthouses of 140sqm.

“When the project first launched we had set the price for a studio at 1.4 million baht and up to 4 million baht for a penthouse,” K. Joe said.

Phase one facilities will include a 200sqm swimming pool, car park and garden. On the ground floor where the shop units are to be located will be a fitness center, hair salon, spa, travel agent, bar and restaurant. There will be four elevators. The management office will be built separately from the condominium building.

“The strong points for the project are the convenient location and good value. We are located in a prime area of Patong, only about a 10-minute walk to the beach and 15 minutes to Jungceylon and other shopping centers.

“We will also have a high-level security system with multi-point security checks and CCTV. Residents will be able to access the building by key card from three entry points: Phra Barami Rd, Sai Nam Yen Rd and Ratpatanusorn Rd.

“Most of our customers have been from Europe but we also have had a few from Asia and Thailand. They bought units as second homes and we haven’t yet had anyone inform us that they want to rent their units,” K. Joe said.

Baramee Hill Co Ltd is an experienced property developer, which has been involved with several projects in Phuket including the Sea Pearl Entertainment Center in Patong and Dusitburi in Phuket City. In addition to Nanai Loft on Nanai Rd, future Baramee Hill projects include SS Hill Villas on Patong Hill, Royal Bayview Villas on 50 Pi Rd in Patong and a high-end condominium and penthouse project in Kalim called The Phuket Monte Carlo.

The construction contractor for Patong Loft Condominium is Sub Som Nam Properties Co Ltd.


Secure and almost sold out: Patong Loft Condominiums on Phra Barami Rd
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The cultural mix of the owners gives the 80-year-old Sino-Portuguese building that is now Siam Indigo, a bar and restaurant in the heart of Phuket City, its eclectic look. Ideas for the interior decor came from the three partners Pisit Aongskultong, Frenchwoman Celine Masson and Malaysian Andrew Tan.

K. Pisit was the main designer of Siam Indigo, drawing on his 18 years in design as well as his experiences in being involved in well-known local projects including the Hilton Phuket Arcadia Beach Resort & Spa in Karon, the Phuket Cabana Resort in Patong and the popular Kan-Eang restaurant in Chalong.

However, it is the classic styles he enjoys the most. “I like the heritage areas in the centers of cities such as Phuket. Here, the buildings are Sino-Portuguese, which are well known all over the world,” he said.

Although K. Pisit was the main designer, all three partners were involved in deciding on furnishings for the restaurant and bar. “Our inspiration came from the things that the three of us all like; beauty, art, food,” he said.

“Many people say the style here is Indian or even Moorish. We wanted to mix styles, including Indian, Chinese and Arabic. Old Phuket was a commercial center, and many countries were involved in trading here. So I used styles from those cultures. “Eclectic” is what I call it. For example, we use Moroccan lamps, an Arabic-style stone bar and Chinese-style furniture. All these together make a perfect atmosphere and balance,” said K. Pisit.

“Eclectic has a very interesting meaning,” Celine added.

“It means that you use elements from different people, different things, different cultures. We have tried to keep our identities of me as a Westerner and K. Pisit as a Thai and the fact that we are in Phuket. We have taken all these elements and combined them to create a cocktail lounge,” Celine explained.

Celine, who was the main influence in designing the lounge area, said that she used tapas bar-style as a base design. “A tapas bar matched our design and the atmosphere we wanted to create, but you can also see Indian and Sino-Portuguese influences that suit our place as well,” she said.

The whitewashed walls are left plain so as not to detract from their adorning works by artists from Bangkok and Phuket, she added.

“We used classic colors, but at the same time we used modern styles in order to create a more lively effect. Keep the old, mix with the new,” Celine said.
Gardening

The ever impatient Busy Lizzies

Mums – bless ‘em. They’re hilarious. They have the uncanny knack of being able to say the daftest things and totally get away with it. They’ve even mastered the art of saying daft things in two completely different ways.

First there are the myths they put across as complete fact when we were young, presumably because we were too dippy to realize it. Quotes such as “If you pick your nose, you’ll grow pig’s trotters.” “If you keep picking your nose your brains will fall out” or “Stop picking your nose or your head will cave in” must surely sound familiar. Why can’t mums just say, “Don’t pick your nose it’s disgusting”?

My sister, now happily married with three ankle-biters of her own, always always swore blind she’d never say, “Because I said so” to her children. And yet there she said it, last time I was back in nearly-sunny Yorkshire. Totally lame, but she does it anyway. I think it’s part of the rite of passage in becoming a mum.

Another of my mum’s favorites was the classic, “Finish your meal; there are thousands of starving people in Africa”. Yet she never saw the humor or logic of the situation when I offered to put my leftovers in a box and post it to those poor people.

She also used to say, “Make sure you have clean underwear on in case you get run over by a bus,” I never had the heart to tell her that if I was indeed run over by a bus, the cleanliness of my Y-fronts would be of the last thing on my mind.

My mum couldn’t tell you what a Paracetamol is. Her mum, “Take a couple of Paracetamols to ease it a bit.”

My mate’s mum also suffered from terrible pain today.

“Don’t suffer then,” he replied. “Take a couple of Paracetamols to ease it a bit.”

Another gem from her mum, “You’re only for headaches,” she explained.

“Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever. “Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever. “Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever. “Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever. “Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever.

Mums just say, “Don’t pick your nose your brains will fall out” or “Stop picking your nose” and pinching growing tips to encourage branching are two things that I really can’t give my mum too much grief she put up with me during the earlier years of my life, after all. One thing that I do remember from those years was her fondness for houseplants. They were everywhere and were her pride and joy. Especially her Busy Lizzies.

Being a typical youth, I wasn’t particularly appreciative of her plants, but ironically here I am, several decades down the road on the other side of the planet writing about the things. Busy Lizzies are actually the flowers that they finish blooming (can you still get that stuff, by the way?) any faster than in small, polite sips, that he would explode. He believed her.

The other side of a mum’s daftness comes when you’re older. I’m sure that every grown person’s mum is a bit doozy in some way. My own mum is famous for minor slips of the tongue surprisingly. I’m not going to list them here. She’d make my life a misery on her next visit to Phuket if she ever found out. Having said that... No, not a word.

My mate’s mum, now that’s a different story. Rumor has it that she once went to see him at the local equivalent of the Ex paint at the local equivalent of the computer. Where would we be without our mums...

Want to know more about a plant in your garden? Email Bloomin’ Bert at: bert@bloominbert.com

Today’s versions of the plant are more tolerant of sun than many older varieties, but too much sun will stunt their growth, resulting in shorter plants with small leaves and fewer flowers.

You will find impatiens (with the generic Thai name thian) at most garden centers in Phuket, probably in hanging baskets, but there are other ways of getting them, too. The one in the picture, in my front garden, was rescued from the street after it literally fell off the back of a lorry. You can even grow them from seed if you’re feeling adventurous, but if you can buy one for a few baht, why bother?

Impatiens are available in a number of different colors red, scarlet, pink, white, rose and mauve and in star patterns and bi-colors with light colors inside the flowers and darker colors at the margins of the petals. They come in single, semi-double or fully-double flower forms.

There are actually hundreds of varieties, and identifying exactly what each one is seems to be an art in itself. Even my mum couldn’t tell you what they all are. Ultimately, all that matters is that you’ve got something in your garden that fills the gap effectively.

When growing impatiens, you’ll probably want to give your plants the best start possible by mixing some of that compost stuff into the soil at planting time and finish off by watering thoroughly. To keep your plants looking their best, you’ll need to water them daily at this time of the year. Don’t get them waterlogged, though.

They’re forgiving, too. Miss a day or two and they’ll still look crazy and look as if they’ve given up completely, but throw some water at them and they’ll bounce back in a few hours. This strategy isn’t particularly suggested though.

Deadheading (removing flowers as they finish blooming) and pinching growing tips to encourage branching are two things you can do to increase the vigor of these plants and the number of flowers that they produce for you.

My mum would approve of this, me writing about Busy Lizzies. If I tell her though, she’ll probably get the wrong end of the stick, as ever. “Who’s this ‘Lizzy’ woman? What’s she busy doing?” and so on. In fact, I’ll probably make a start on that explanation now, on my Curtains 95 computer. Where would we be without our mums...

EXPLODING SEEDS: Busy Lizzies, also known as impatiens or thian in Thai, can add quick color to the garden and are very unforgiving to forgetful gardeners.

Impatiens walleriana, from seed pods that explode when they ripen, apparently. They shoot their sticky seeds far and wide. They are certainly not alone in that regard. Impatient to reproduce, perhaps?

Impatiens are so popular possibly because they’re dead easy to grow and flower enthusiastically all year.

Want to know more about a plant in your garden? Email Bloomin’ Bert at: bert@bloominbert.com
n the property developer’s world of revenue and expenses one of the most overlooked areas is tax planning. All too often at the beginning of a project the lion’s share of a developer’s time is spent with architects, contractors, lawyers and marketing people.

In many cases only once they pass the point of no return, when sales are in hand, buildings are rising into the sky and tax bills start coming in do they realize how much money is leaking out of a project on tax payments. By then it’s often too late to change business structures and contracts to minimize the tax to be paid – and more often than not it’s a costly lesson.

An essential part of starting any new business, in addition to a viable business plan, is assembling a financial model that meets both profit expectations and addresses project risk. This is a long-term projection of what is expected in project expenses and income over the development cycle.

Once this is done, tax planning can be done with accountants, tax professionals and legal advisors, whose aims are to minimize taxes through a well-thought-out company structure and sales-contracting documents. At the same time tax assumptions are applied to the profit and loss projection to produce a clear bottom-line forecast.

Although it sounds complicated, the process allows a business to engineer results and ensure that by the time the buildings are up and units are sold that there’s money in the bank for investors and developers alike. It’s a step-by-step process that starts when you sit down with your accountant and start looking in detail at expected costs.

Input from quantity surveyors, project management, contractors and architects allow assumptions to be made on overall cost and contingencies. The sales and marketing team will add in expectations on selling prices, take-up rates and the cost of promoting the sales effort.

Other key expenses such as company organization and running, legal expenses associated with closing sales transactions, and financing costs contribute as significant expenses. As in any analysis the devil is in the detail and it’s most effective to do a zero-basis approach versus applying percentages or lump-sum accounts. List detailed assumptions and build the projection with as much factual data as you can lay your hands on.

Often both revenue and expenses can be benchmarked to similar projects and consultants who have worked on other projects will have access to actual costs so that forecasts become more accurate.

Listing these details not only makes this an effective approach to estimate total profit but also provides an operating budget and ongoing management tool to use continually to look at actual versus projected results vis-a-vis the monthly profit and loss statement. With this document in hand, it is best to hire a tax professional to advise on optimizing tax efficiency, which in turn becomes the blueprint for the legal team to create a company structure and set of sales agreements.

Projects in countries such as Thailand need a resource who is well versed in the Thai Revenue Code along with experience in projects. Locally in Phuket NAT (Network Advisory Team) are a recognized firm, while in Bangkok Grant Thornton, BDO Richfield, Deloitte and PriceWaterhouse Cooper are some of the better-known names.

Tax planning is a prudent and well-thought-out use of the tax code. It in no way relates to tax evasion, which is most definitely ill-advised. Currently the Thai tax code offers many favorable taxation treaties with the authorities in places such as Hong Kong and Singapore. There is the ability in many instances to efficiently use withholding and VAT (value added tax) credits down the line, thus lowering taxation.

For larger projects the BOI (Board of Investment) has tax holidays for qualifying projects. One of the key advantages of a leasehold structure is that it can allow the amortization of revenue for periods of up to 30 years, reducing ongoing tax exposure.

While this type of advice is costly at the onset of a project it is perhaps the best money you will spend. Going by the numbers in any venture is one of the key fundamentals to success.

Tax remains one of the largest overall expenses in any project. With careful planning and attention it can be managed to your advantage and the only surprise at project’s end will be just how big the bottom line can be.

Bill Barnett is Managing Director of C9 Hotelworks (c9hotel works.com), a Phuket-based hotel and residential property consulting firm. With more than 20 years’ experience in the region, he has played an active role in some of the island’s biggest developments.
**IMMACULATE VILLA**

Very private location. Luxurious and spacious, 5 bedrooms and 5 bathrooms, large living room, huge patio. Fully furnished with 45 sqm of living area, 1,500 sqm of land. Contact: Thalang area near Heroines Monument. Please contact for info at Tel: 076-607057.

---

**RAIWAY SHOPS FOR SALE/RENT**

2 new, connected shophouses in Raiway, on West Rd. Living area: 200 sqm. Freehold land price: 4.5 million baht. Financing possible. Tel: 081-2018222 or 081-5921333. Please visit our website at: www.phuket-besthomes.com

---

**FREEHOLD CONDOS**

Sea view, 2-bedrooms, fully furnished and equipped, great location, views, close to the beach. 3 bedrooms, 5 double baths, 228 sqm. Tel: 076-8915296. For further details and information please visit our website at: www.isea-property-international.com

---

**CONDO/APARTMENT FOR SALE**

In Land & Houses Chalong. New house with furniture, never occupied, very nice design, salon, reception, office, kitchen, maid’s room, 3 rooms (one with furniture and aircon + dressing equipped + bathroom with Jacuzzi). Price: 6.9 million baht. Call: Tel 076-381490. Email: info@sea-property-international.com

---

**FOREIGN OWNED**

Freehold, two bedrooms, Thai-style condo. 20 steps to beach. Ocean views, swimming pool, North Patong. 9.7 million baht. Tel: 086-7265117. For more info please contact: Tel 076-8915296. Email: info@isea-property-international.com

---

**OCEANVIEW HOUSE, KATA**

Absolute sea view, best location in Kata. Fully furnished, ready to move in. 800 sqm, 4 bedrooms with pool. A must see. Tel: 076-284137, 081-7371555, Email: jaspalt@loxinfo.co.th Please visit our website at: http://andathara.villas.com.

---

**FOREIGN OWNED**

Freehold, two bedrooms, Thai-style condo. 20 steps to beach. Ocean views, swimming pool, North Patong. 9.7 million baht. Tel: 086-7265117. For more info please contact: Tel 076-8915296. Email: info@isea-property-international.com

---

**OCEANVIEW CONDO**

A perfect, 5-bedroom, 6-aircon house, ready to move in. Close to Central Festival Phuket beach. Tel: 076-8915296. For further details and information please visit our website at: www.jikyay.com

---

**ELEGANT HOME**

Exclusive hillside, big pool, garden with trees. Tastefully furnished. Nice! Please contact Tel: 076-388236, 089-7275407. Or send email to: bob@cosmic-minideals.com Please see our visit website at: www.villa-sale-phuket.com

---

**ANUPHAS GOLF VILLA**

Detached house on 320sqm land. 2 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, living room, fully-fitted kitchen/dining area. Solar power. Freehold, Chanote title. Price includes all tech furniture, beds, table, TV, sofa for 6.9 million baht. Please contact for more details. Tel: 081-8794201. Email: gwynes_hotel@hotmail.com

---

**BEACH CONDOS**

In Kata. Last units left, 12 bedrooms, starting from 69 million baht. Easy walking distance to the beach. 100 sqm. Tel: 076-292265, 084-0535780. Email: info@ayudhya.net. Please see visit our website at: www.ayudhya.net/english/condos/index.php

---

**NEW HOUSE**

For sale. 4 bedrooms, 3 living rooms, big kitchen, open plan, great value. 1.5 rai, 100 sqm building. Tel: 076-292265, 089-7854984. Or email: jmcroffitt07@msn.com

---

**LAND FOR SALE**

8 minutes to Laguna, Baan Jo Thalang, 15 sqm w/ Chanote (650,000 baht). Chanote title, water and electricity, Price: 1,325 thousand baht. Contact Tel: 081-401564. Email: Khrune@hotmai.com

---

**KRABI LAND**

Land for sale near Ao Nang, mountainview. 1.2 million baht per rai. Tel: 081-7475293.

---

**POOL VILLA**

In Nai Harn. New, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, European kitchen, 5.5 million baht. Please contact: Tel 076-289047, 081-8941660. Email: controle@uol.com.br

---

**DESIGN BY YOU**

New project by a Phuket local. Good location for privacy. Design your dream. Please contact via Tel: 081-5376855, Fax: 076-525063. Email: kvan_1900@hotmail.com

---

**LAYAN SEA VIEW**

The land is 3 rai overlooking Layan and the Andaman Sea. Selling for 7 million baht per rai (on the right hand side of the road). For sale by owner. For more information please contact: Tel: 081-8799001. Email: thanuvat.p@gmail.com

---

**MODERN STYLISH HOUSE IN KATHU**

For sale. 3 bedrooms, ensuite bathrooms, large living room, kitchen, dining, laundry room. Set around spacious veranda with walled garden, private parking, semi-rural yet close to shops, international school, golf courses. 3 minutes to Patong beach. Price: 4.6 million baht. Tel: 084-4506499.

---

**NEW PATONG VILLA WITH POOL**

Very exclusive, completely furnished new villa with swimming pool in best residential area ofPatong. Two floors, three bedrooms with aircon, three bathrooms, Jacuzzi, Western kitchen and dining area. Living area: 290 sqm, 150 sqm fenced land. Price: 8.5 million baht. Tel: 081-8928526. www.phuket-besthomes.com

---

**HOUSE WITH POOL**

Large house located close to Boat Lagoon and Dulwich. 7 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 8 aircons, swimming pool, Jacuzzi, fitness, cable TV. ADSL: Tel 081-5301276. Email: svanugre@hotmail.com

---

**BEACHFRONT LAND FOR SALE**

1.125 sq w. Freehold land with NorSor 3 Kor, Sukorn Island Klong. Price: 1.6 million baht. Please contact via Tel: 084-8516845. Email: odo_jo@hotmail.com

---

**PATHONG guesthouse. Freehold, furnished guesthouse at the Paradise Complex, Patong. Please call Tel 076-235191, 086-5883833. Or contact by Email: sunseas1955@yahoo.com**

---

**HATSON**

New, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, European kitchen, 5.5 million baht. Please contact: Tel 076-289047, 081-8941660. Email: controle@uol.com.br

---
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HOUSE FOR SALE  KARON BEACH

With swimming pool. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, sea view. For sale at 13 million baht. Call Tel: +49-211-4791183. Inquire via email: soipatak18@fiiol.com

2-STORY TERRACE  IN RAWAI

1.3 rai, 300m from the beach. Located in Chalong. Please call for info at Tel: 081-7371897, 089-8988181.

PLOT OF LAND  IN RAWAI

Near Loch Palm Golf Course for sale. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, office, large living room, Western-style kitchen. Sale, water pond, maid’s house, swimming pool, massage shower heads in all bathrooms, solar hot water, aircons throughout. 533sqm living area, 800sqm land. Well priced at 14.5 million baht. For more information and details. Tel: 087-7941140 or via email: nong.phuket@yahoo.de

NEW MODERN BALINESE VILLA IN KATHU

Living area: 600sqm. Garden area: 6,400sqm. 4 rai, 250sqm terrace, 3 bedrooms & 1 master bedroom with ensuite. Open-plan kitchen, living room, cucuzzi, swimming pool, 100sqm of artificial river & charming island, 3-car garage & exterior parking. Completely furnished, football table and snooker. Price: 49 million baht. Located at Pa Khlok, 5 min from Ao Por, marina, golf, etc. No sea view. Company formed since 2002. Chantoe title. Project by international architects. Tel: 081-8932670. Email: mrudoup@Yahoo.fr Please visit our website: www.tropical-house.net

TROPICAL VILLA  FOR SALE

3 rai for sale, stunning sea view over Chalong bay and surrounding islands. 8.5 million baht per rai. Can subdivide. Please contact Tel: 087-7057320. Or via email: stefan@phuket.co.th

28 RAI ON KOH LONE

Located on Koh Lone island. Has 120m of beachfront, opposite Phuket Aquarium. Call K. Turn. Tel: 084-0002083.

SAEVIA LAND  IN CHALONG

For sale at 13 million baht. Please contact for further details and details Tel: 018-8926521. Or email: mrsozaur@yahoo.com For more details can be found at our website: www.phuketdreamhome.com

DREAM HOUSE  FOR SALE

Dream house in Chalong on 715sqm of land with private pool. 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Western kitchen, 7 aircons, dual carport and much more. Perfect for families. Asking 3.5 million baht with 7 million baht ono. Please call Tel: 089-2650118. Email: isaisai@yahoo.com For further details, please visit our website at: http://www.house4salephuket.blogspot.com

HOUSE IN NAI HARN

For 85sqm, 2 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, kitchen, living room, 3 aircons, carport, cable TV, 2 telephones and furniture. 2.7 million baht. Call Tel: 084-0613713.

CHALONG HOUSE  FOR SALE

for sale, 2 stories, 4 bedrooms in Chalung. Western style. Discounted price: 3.8 million baht. Please contact for further details. Tel: 018-797575.

RAWAI BEACH VILLA  FOR SALE

3.5 million baht with 240sqm of land. Price: 5 million baht with 400sqm. 100 meters from the beach. Additional information at Tel: 086-9408914. Contact email: freshhotprop@yahoo.com

KATHU NEAR GOLF COURSE

2-story house, 1 year old, 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms. House is 225sqm. Land is 488sqm. Fully furnished. Price: 7.5 million baht. Call Tel: 083-3953976. Email: kavthaw@hotmail.com

STUNNING VIEW

Chalong, 5 rai at 5 million baht per rai. Chantoe title. Access from 2 roads, electricity, No agents. Please contact for further information. Call Tel: 084-9256568 or email: glorlabo@yahoo.com

LAND FOR SALE

2.7 million baht. 9 rai for sale at Patong Soi 9, Cherng Talay, 2.7 million baht per Rai. Please contact for more details. Tel: 087-282808, 089-9519198. Fax: 076-282045. Email: heypassy@yahoo.com

TOWNHOUSE  IN PATONG

In Patong, 150 meters to beach. New, 2 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, aircon-open plan kitchen, lounge, cable TV, phone line, good size accommodation. Fully furnished. Price: 4.2 million baht. Please contact for more details. Tel: 076-2822808, 089-9519198. Fax: 076-282045. Email: heypassy@yahoo.com

FOR SALE

COLLABORATIVE HOUSE  FOR SALE

In secure and desirable development. 3 bedrooms (2 ensuite) of 3, 2 bathrooms, 2 floors, living room, verandas, kitchen, study, laundry room, garage, garden, ADSL, UBC. 7.9 million baht. Tel: 084-8439579. For more information email: somerdley@yahoo.com

RARE STUNNING

seaview land in Layan. 5 rai, Chantoe, road access. More information at email: daeawee@konin.co.th

2 RAI IN PALAI

12 rai of flat land for sale between Chalong and Phuket City. Road access, water, electricity, Chantoe title. Ready to build. Will subdivide. Price: 3 million baht per rai. Please call for more details at Tel: 087-1059730 or contact via email: stefan@phuketkru.co.th

FOR SALE

NEW MODERN BALINESE VILLA IN KATHU

Living area: 600sqm. Garden area: 6,400sqm. 4 rai, Large 250sqm terrace, 3 bedrooms & 1 master bedroom with ensuite. Open-plan kitchen, living room, cucuzzi, swimming pool, 100sqm of artificial river & charming island, 3-car garage & exterior parking. Completely furnished, football table and snooker. Price: 49 million baht. Located at Pa Khlok, 5 min from Ao Por, marina, golf, etc. No sea view. Company formed since 2002. Chantoe title. Project by international architects. Tel: 081-8932670. Email: mrudoup@Yahoo.fr Please visit our website: www.tropical-house.net

BEST HONEST DEAL

in Rawai. 2 plots of land with hill view. Flat, ready to be built on. Chantoe titles. - 3.5 million baht (2 rai, 985 sqm) 35m deep by 173m wide. Asking price: 7 million baht. - 1.25 million baht (3 sqm, 135 sqm) 27m deep by 50m wide. Asking 3.2 million baht. Contact me for more information. Call Tel: 087-9728544. Email: av88phuket@yahoo.com

CHALONG LUXURY

house, 2 stories, 4 bedrooms, security, quiet location, 2 kitchens, laundry room, full aircon, double garage, etc. Area: 282sqm. Curved teak staircase, spa, solar hot water, nice gardens, river views. 7.9 million baht. Please contact for additional details. Tel: 076-383793, 089-7245655. For photos, please visit our website at: www.phukethouse4sale.com

KATHU HOUSE

for sale. 2 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, lounge, dining room, big kitchen, furnished. 1.6 million baht. Tel: 087-2705614.

KALIM SEA VIEW

9.5 million baht. Chantoe, road access, great value, only 10 million baht per rai. Tel: 089-729-2313.

KARON POOL VILLA

2 bedrooms, furnished, quiet location, sea view. Price: 7.5 million baht. Please call for more info. Tel: 089-4756060.
For rent: 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom condo with 2 separate balconies and foreign freehold ownership. Quiet area located in the heart of town and shops. Unobstructed panoramic views. 100 meters from Patong Beach. Pool, indoor parking, 24-hour security and reception. A rare chance to secure a one of a kind location! Offered at 7.5 million baht. Tel: 081-7611255. 081-6027937. More information via email: patong15@gmail.com

Would you like to keep up on what’s happening in Phuket - the good, the bad and the bizarre? Let us share it with you - every week!

TO: The Phuket Gazette Co Ltd, 307/3 Yaowarat Road, Amphur Muang, Phuket 80000, Thailand.

I hereby authorize payment against my Visa Mastercard

姓名 as appears on card

Card #: Security Code: Exp Date:

Signature: Date: E-mail address: Please Deliver To:

PATONG TOWER SEAVIEW

Furnished 1-bedroom, 1-bathroom condo with 2 separate balconies and foreign freehold ownership. Quiet area located in the heart of town and shops. Unobstructed panoramic view. 100 meters from Patong Beach. Pool, indoor parking, 24-hour security and reception. A rare chance to secure one of a kind location! Offered at 7.5 million baht. Tel: 081-7611255. 081-6027937. More information via email: patong15@gmail.com

NEW HOME NEAR BEACH

Chalong, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 car spaces. New furniture. Quick sale at 4.5 million baht. Please contact for more details. Tel: 089-7830494, 081-0837354. Or send email: jimcox007@msn.com

APARTMENT

Building for sale in Patong City. 18 rooms, 4 floors with Chanote. Call for more information. Tel: 084-0544147.

FURNISHED HOUSE

5 minutes to Laguna Phuket. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, UBC, ADSL, solar water heating, 3 aircons, living room, large hall area, pool 5m x 10m. Usage area: 310sqm. Land: 1,200sqm. 13 million baht. Contact for more information. Tel: 089-9738289. Email: tomfallet@toltol.net

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

4-BEDROOM VILLA

With pool. 1km from Laguna, 5 aircons, ADSL, Sat TV, living room, garden. Please contact for info. Tel: 084-8161212.

VILLA BUNGALOWS

3-bedroom villa and 5 bungalows, all with aircon. Very cheap as owner is leaving. Please call Tel: 081-6056469.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.

KATA BEACH

Bargain. 2 minutes to beach. Quick sale due to moving. Price: 2.9 million baht. For details Tel: 084-8406834.
25% Discount on Classifieds for Shopper Card Holders

IF YOU...
Place your ad in these pages; Present your Shopper Card; and Pay for the ad at our offices, you’ll enjoy a 25% discount* AND have your ad appear free of charge in the Phuket Gazette Online.

With more than 10,000 visitors a day, the Island Trader Online is Thailand’s most active classified marketplace.

*Ads may be submitted in person or online (phuketgazette.net/classifieds), but must be paid for at the Gazette offices. The discount is not available when payment is made at our agents.

The Phuket Gazette Co Ltd
367/2 Yawaraj Road, Phuket City
Tel: 076-236555 Fax: 076-213971

 Have something to sell? Tell the WORLD!
All CLASSIFIED ads in the Phuket Gazette appear FREE OF CHARGE in the Phuket Gazette Online Always on top in Thailand with more than 10,000 visitors a day!

Phuket Gazette, Net/Classifieds
Focused exclusively on Phuket - and delivered to the world!
CONDO PATONG

1-2 rai urgently needed

Please contact Tel: 076-381490. Email: info@sea-property-international.com

WANTED: SEAVIEW

land. I am looking for a piece of land no less than 1 to 3 rai. Must have a sea view (preferably looking west). Land must be below the 70-meter limit!

Would prefer to buy from Thai owner only. Please send all information such as pictures, lot drawings, size or location to me at the following email: stumnuep@gmail.com

CASH PAID

for condos/houses in need of refurbishment. Patong, Kata, Kata-Karon, Kamala. Contact Tony for more information at Tel: 076-341485, 086-2672646.

SMALL LAND PLOT

wanted on Phuket Island to build house. About 100 sq. m. Will need electricity and water. Prefer flat land. Please email: villanini@hotmail.com

Accommodation Available

NICE APARTMENTS

For rent in Chalong. Fully furnished, aircon, Wi-Fi, maid service. Rooftop spa pool with sea views. From 9,500 baht per month. Tel: 086-2826221. Email: sanenrooy@yahoo.com

RAWAI CONDO

Newly renovated. Aircon, cable TV. 400 baht per day. Please call Tel: 064-1899868.

LUXURY VILLA RAWAI

Large, 4 bedrooms en suite with beautiful garden, swimming pool, UBC, cable, ADSL. Long- or short-term rental from 70,000 baht. Please call Tel: 089-2790637.

CHALONG ROOM

Fan room ensuite, hot water, fridge, cable TV + DVD, Wi-Fi Internet. 5,000 baht per month. Tel: 098-4727304.

NEW 3-BEDROOM HOUSE

2 bathrooms, living room, 2 aircons, garden, cable TV, carpark. Tel: 081-5384539, 084-0611895. Please email: sornin_s@ yahoo.com

PATONG APARTMENT

Large, aircon, hot water, cable TV, good view. Price: 8,000 to 18,000 baht per month. Contact Tel: 089-2909567. Please visit our website for more information and details.

PHUKET GAZETTE April 21 - 27, 2007

CONSTRUCTION

All types of construction services. Houses, ceilings, painting, aircon, steel, renovation. Contact for more information and additional details. Tel: 089-5913996, 087-2636337. Email: maliasiam@gmail.com

CONTAINER RENTALS

20' container: 2,800 baht per month. 40' container: 4,800 baht per month. Site offices: from 4,500 baht per month. Rent or sell for 80,000 baht. Self storage: from 250 baht. Tel: 076-281283, 081-9171345. For more information, visit our website at www.safevafyphuket.com

Accommodation

HOUSE FOR RENT

wanted in Patong. House with 1-2 bedrooms, furnished, A/C, garden and pool. Walking distance to the beach. Period: End of June until end of September (3 months). Email: dutchkaos07@hotmail.com

NEED HOLIDAY HOUSE

We need a cheap house of 2 to 3 bedrooms from October 12 to November 10, 2007. Family of 5 adults, non-smoking, non-drinking. House must have a kitchen, fridge, and aircon in bedrooms. Must be less than 20,000 baht per month. No preference for location. Email: jonakas@yahoo.com

BUILDING PRODUCTS & SERVICES

WOODWORKING

Specialized in woodworks for houses, boats with our own factory and boatyard. Furniture (built-in or moveable), kitchens, bars, counters, work desks, etc. We can repair or rebuild anything that has to do with woodworking. Tel: 076-243089, 081-9853118. Fax: 076-243089. Email: pro Carpentering@yahoo.com

 Agents for Classified Advertising

PHUKET

K.L. Mart
Patak Rd, Chalong
Tel: 076-280400/3
Fax: 076-280403

Earth Language School
Phang Nga Rd, Phuket City
Tel: 076-232398/9
Fax: 076-232398

Sin & Lee
Thalang Rd, Phuket City
Tel: 076-258369
Fax: 076-211230

Taurus Travel
Aroonsom Plaza Rat-U-Thit 200 Pi Rd, Patong
Tel: 076-344521/2
Fax: 076-344523
Email: info@slon.com

Mini Mart
Srisoontorn Rd, Cherng Talay
Tel/Fax: 076-324312

Dell Supermarket
Rat-U-Thit 200 Pi Rd, Patong
Tel: 076-342275
Fax: 076-344314

The Stone Doctor

Specialist in European stoneworks and services:

- Restoration
- Sealing/Protection
- Maintenance

All your maintenance, protection & cleaning needs for natural and manufactured stone.

- Marble
- Sandstone
- Granite
- Slate
- Terracotta
- Sandstone
- Terrazzo
- Sandstone
- Ceramics, etc

Prevent: rust, stains, mildew, algae, scratches, removing: build residues, incorrect sealants, rust, stains, mildew, etc.

Detailed and more information on our website: www.southernfriedrice.com

MEDIA ADVERTISING

Deadline for Property Gazette page: Friday 3 pm.
Deadline for all other ads: Saturday 12 noon.
SPEEDBOAT 27 FEET
Located at Chalong Bay. Bottom renewed (wood/epoxy) and Mercury 225hp, 2-stroke engine fully serviced. Selling fast for the best offer! Tel: 085-784 5198. Email: vesa.ankio@suomi24.fi

FISHING BOAT
New wood epoxy fiberglass. 1.5 and 6.5 meter. 120,000 baht. Please call K. Eat for details. Tel: 081-4775637.

63’ POWER CRUISER
New refit originally built 2001. Four cabins with air, fully-equipped galley, water maker, twin Cummins engines, huge 3rd deck with sofa and dining table, plus much more. Must be seen to appreciate. New “must-sell” price that will be given after viewing only. Tel: 081-9390176. Email: beaver@tstf.net

BARGAIN! FISH BOAT
Company demo, import 6m, center console alloy. Full Thai survey. Cost: 1.48 million baht. Quick sale/low price. Trailer & tow included. Tel: 081-8922824. Email: makocraft@hotmail.com

TASAR FOR SALE
Join the upcoming World Championships in Phuket (July). Two-person performance dinghy complete with beach dolly and road trailer. 150,000 baht, or might sell 50% share to the right person. Tel: 081-8941530. Fax: 076-239729. Email: andrew@leemarine.com

RUBBER DINGHY
for sale. 4.6m, RH460 Nova Marine, fiberglass hull, steering control, 40hp Yamaha, nice trailer, good condition. 200,000 baht plus VAT. Tel: 074-731198, 087-7370465.

BOAT MOLDS
Fiberglass speedboat molds for sale. 23ft, 27ft, 35ft, 38ft. Tel: 076-527129, 086-5950978.

FISHING BOAT
New wood epoxy fiberglass. 1.5 and 6.5 meter, 120,000 baht. Please call K. Eat for details. Tel: 081-4775637.

SAILBOAT
1968 ISLANDER
For sail. 44th world cruiser, layin Haven Marina. Price: US$90,000. Contact Tel: 087-2295743.

51FT SLOOP
Liveboard or charter. Thai registration, new sails and rigging. Price: US$90,000. Contact Tel: 087-2295743.
Looking for a job? 
Still haven’t found the perfect candidate?
Find more Recruitment Classifieds at www.phuketgazette.net!
GUESTHOUSE

6124520. Email: rayinphuket@hotmai.com

FOR SALE

Semens dishwasher. Auto 3- in-1 model. Stainless steel. Three months use. 40,000 baht new. First good offer will sell. Contact for more information. Tel: 067-9343097.

RESTAURANT equipment. Used restaurant equipment available. Includes cutlery, plates, glasses, jugs, 4 wooden tables with 16 wooden chairs, white plastic chairs, pots, pans, gas cooker, pizza oven (gas), plastic draw- ers, etc. Everything needed to open a small restaurant. Must sell quickly, open to offers for the lot. Tel: 086-2662786. Or via email at: travellingben@ hotmail.com

LOW INPUT, HIGH output, automatic carwash machines for sale. Starting from 3,9 million new baht. For more details please email: carwash phuket@ hotmail.com

RAVENSBURGER puzzle 100 pcs. Disney The Little Mermaid suit- able for ages 5 to 7 and also Galt Magic Haunted House Puzzle 50pcs. suitable for ages 4 - 6. 100 baht each. Land and Houses area. Tel: 076-282532, 084-3046217. Email: parryallen@aol.com

UMBRELLAS CURVER and courtyard. 3m diameter, various colors and styles. Starting from 2,300 baht. Please contact for more information. Tel: 081-7119382. Please email: bbq@loxinfo.co.th

SWM SMALL WET SUIT Body Glove, short sleeve/short leg. Designed for watersports, rear zip fastner. Excellent condition, hardly used. 3,000 baht each. Contact Tel: 076-381490. Email: shaunboulter@aegisasia.net

119” PROJECTOR screen. A brand new 119” pro- jector screen. Ideal for sports bar or a big home theater. Still in original package. New price: 38,000 baht. Now 20,000. Email: soltau@bondway.com

AMERICAN STYLE pool table. 4 x 8 foot American-style pool table in good condition. New table cloth, not much used. I have changed location and do not have the space for the table anymore. Price: 8,000 baht. Tel: 081-6124520. Email: rayinphuket@yahoo.com

MAGNETIC sentence tiles. Early Learning Center sentence tiles. English. Suitable ages 4 and above. Common sight words, good for learning to read, spell and make sentences according to the UK curriculum. Great teaching tool for ESL young learners. 250 baht. Land and Houses area. Contact Tel: 086-282532, 084-3046217. Email: parryallen@aol.com

FRANCHISE PARTNERS

SEA PROPERTY INTERNATIONAL

On our road to success there is no finish line. SEA Property International is growing rapidly and if you would like to be a reliable partner on our way of nationwide and international expansion, please give us a call or email us at info@sea-property international.com

SELLING PROPERTY business. I am leaving Phuket and will negotiate with the right person the sale of my website at: www.phuketbusinessforsale.com Easy money with low hours year round, genuine enquiries only.

CLOTHES SHOP SALE Phuket Villa Dawrono. Shophouse with 4 big rooms. Rent contract has 8 months left, big glass front, suitable for many uses. Please contact Tel: 084-7167933, 087-8977897.

GUESTHOUSE for sale. Fully-equipped guestrooms, bar and restaur- ant all new. Lease contract for 11 years. 700,000 baht with 50,000 lease per month. Contact Tel: 086-1204290.

RESTAURANT Chalong. Urgent sale, leaving Phuket. Fully equipped, low rent, good location with accom. Reduced from 1,3 million baht to 980,000 baht or swap car, etc. Tel: 089-5934193.

SWISS INVESTOR Private reasons: Offering my 50% partnership for 60,000 Swiss Francs. Working and liv- ing in Thailand or Europe no problem. Business is working! Email: info@sea-property international.com

OFFICE SPACE PATONG 32sqm in good location in Patong. Lots of possibilities. Tel: 085-7955383.


BEAUTY MASSAGE shop. Busy location Nanai Rd, no key money, 6-8 hour per day. Tel: 086-1001100. 20% profit. Contact Tel: 076-749859. High season profit. Includes all fixtures. 1.2 million baht. Call Tel: 086-2625321.

GUESTHOUSE FOR SALE Near Sheraton Krabi. By owner. Contact Tel: 081-3703108, 086-7431586.

INVESTORS WANTED Profitable flourishing company looking to expand in southern Thai- land. Minimum investment: 1.5 million baht. Please con- tact for additional details. Tel: 084-8412830. Email: islandmuse@gmail.com

RESTAURANT/BAR For sale in Rawai area. Fully equipped, good location. Call for details. Tel: 086-2520160.

HAIR SALON FOR SALE Near Sheraton Krabi. By owner. Contact Tel: 081-3703108, 086-7431586.

GROUP AGENT FOR SALE

6124520. Email: rayinphuket@ hotmail.com

FOR SALE

Sawasdee Phuket Hotel. Offers guest house and land for sale. Tel: 081- 2790050. Please visit our website at: http://landandshopforsale.phuket.net

SOLID INVESTMENT Multi business. Car care, 100sqm cafe/restaurant, 50sqm aircon office adjacent toilet house, big parking area, billboard rental, 6 staff rooms. 3 minutes to Lotus, 1 location, 3-year lease. Call PVB, Bertrand. Tel: 081-2712529.

KATA CENTER Rawai. Shophouse for rent and land for sale. Tel: 081- 2790050. Please visit our website at: http://landandshopforsale.phuket.net

KATA BEACH New guesthouse for sale or rent. Call for info and appoint- ment. Tel: 081-8948446.

NANAI BEAUTY SHOP for sale. Only 120,000 baht. Suitable for other uses. New aircon, glass frontage, etc. Please contact K. Om for more info. Tel: 081-3974857.

BEER BARS For advice on buying a beer bar in Phuket contact Kevin at TSBA. Information and details at Tel: 084-7300150.

GUESTHOUSE FOR LEASE

Long-established hotel with 12 rooms. All rooms have aircon, cable TV, minibar, window and hot and cold wa- ter, 40-seat restaurant, great location. For quick sale: 14 rooms and above. Tel: 086-2727939. Email: eb-naham@vde.de

GUESTHOUSE LEASE PATONG 22 very clean rooms, cable TV, minibar, aircon.

- Elevator
- Wireless Internet
- Restaurant, bar area
- No maintenance needed
- 4-min. walk to the beach
- Unbelievable potential
- 3-year lease
Rent: 2.2 million baht per year.

Key money: 1.6 million baht
Email: Poul_66@hotmail.com

KATA CENTER Rawai. Shophouse for rent and land for sale. Tel: 081- 2790050. Please visit our website at: http://landandshopforsale.phuket.net

KATA BEACH New guesthouse for sale or rent. Call for info and appoint- ment. Tel: 081-8948446.

NANAI BEAUTY SHOP for sale. Only 120,000 baht. Suitable for other uses. New aircon, glass frontage, etc. Please contact K. Om for more info. Tel: 081-3974857.

RESTAURANT (PIZZA) Nanai Rd, 2 units, all equip- ment. 130,000 baht. Tel: 089- 4686839, 089-8506380.

FITNESS CENTER FOR SALE Gym established for 7 years in Phuket. Owner retiring. Contact Tel: 081-8111067.
NO 1 VISA & ACCOUNTING
Best prices & service! Visa service for Thais and foreigner companies, registration and work permit. Tel: 076-280447, 087-2650595. For more information email: phuket@no1visa.com

TAM CONSTRUCTION
Quality building services, all jobs done by qualified staff with electrical, metal work and built-in furniture. Tel: 089-280447, 087-2650595. Or via email at: tam@phuket.com

VISA & LEGAL SERVICES
Company registration 2,229 baht; one-year visa 5,999 baht; retirement visa 5,999 baht; work permit 5,999 baht; UK & US visa 16,999 baht. No more visa runs – get a one-year visa for only 5,999 baht! Establish your Thai company today, buy land or start your business for only 2,229 baht! Property title search, sales contract and land registration. Thailand’s largest legal service network. Always low prices by our licensed Thai lawyers. Please contact for details. Tel: 076-345277. Email: info@siam-legal.com

BOUNCY CASTLE
For hire. Healthy fun for kids. Great rates. Please call for more information. Tel: 081-8916888, 081-6765363.

CHIROPRACTOR
Dr Richard Cracknell. Call Tel: 076-330889. Visit our website: www.chiropractic-phuket.com for more info.

PRO DATA RECOVERY
All kinds of computer magic. Tel: 086-8827277, 081-5819792. For further information, please visit our website: www.phuket-data-wizards.com

DEAL FOR FAST SALE
Computer, compact with many accessories, still has 3 years guarantee. 8,500 baht, also table. Tel: 081-2945441.


20-INCH APPLE cinema screen. Only used for five months. New price was 24,500 baht. Will sell for 15,000 (not negotiable). Tel: 076-378255, 087-6822687. Email: euro-art-gallery@planet.nl

PC/PRINTER/DESK
Intel Celeron 2.26 Ghz, 40 GB hard disk, 384 MB RAM, GeForce MX4 video card, CD/DVD drive, Win XP Pro, 17" CRT monitor, keyboard & mouse, speakers, HP PSC 1151 all-in-one (printer, scanner, copier). Sale includes many programs + free desk and chair. All for only 12,000 baht. Tel: 089-2850814. Or email: kaya.jv@gmail.com

HT Solutions
Computer Problems? We can help!
- English Technician with over 10 years experience
- PC Repairs/Upgrades
- Data Recovery
- Wireless Networks Set Up
- Media Solutions
- Remote Assistance Available
- Can Travel Anywhere On The Island
- Good Rates
- No Problem Too Large Or Small

Call Today
Tel: 076-527574
Mobile: 081-124-1796
Email: horstonzittmanusa@gmail.com

SOUTHERN DIVER
For backgaming players in Patong.

SOUTHERN DIVER
Swimming pool and gym. Great rates. Please call for more information. Tel: 011-5789643.

NATIVE TEACHER
8 years’ experience. English, business/art/math/etc. Teaching for young and old. Please call Justin for more details. Tel: 084-8431425.

PERSONAL
Counseling in Patong. US trained mental health professional is now accepting new clients. Counseling for adult individuals, couples and children. Email: pervegk@ao.com

PANASONIC CD stereo system. Excellent condition. 9,000 baht. Fish fryer, food mixer also available. Please call Tel: 081-9983813.

Personal Services
ELITE PERSONAL TRAINERS
Looking for serious clients. Results guaranteed.
- Rehabilitation
- Weight Loss
- Body Sculpting
Nutritional Advice
Contact us for further information. Tel: 076-282349. Email: islandmuscle@gmail.com

SVT EUROPE
Mortgage (Digitality VC-CL 304) with 2.4m dish. For additional information, please contact Tel: 076-282348. Or send email for details to: hasse.reinholdsson@telea

GREAT WEB DOMAIN
for sale. Very attractive domain names for sale, never have been online. Living in Europe and do not need them anymore. Large range of possibilities with the site names. 2,000 euro each. Call Tel: +32-476954844. For further details, please visit our websites www.asianscuba.com & www.aquasiam.com

120V TOOLS
Bargain sale.
- Belt sander
- Skil 7313 Sander
- BlackDecker, Sander 125mm
- Makita 80510
- Angle grinder
- Makita 9525NB
- Drill 1/2"
- BlackDecker 7254
- Heat gun
- Milwaukee 1220
- Spiral saw
- Rotocut 5CS01
- Rayovac Power Inverter (12V DC to 120V AC). 350W. Please contact for additional details and information via email: satsang@inbox.com

Bargain sale.
- Rotozip SCS01
- Spiral saw
- Milwaukee 1220
- Heat gun
- BlackDecker 7254
- Drill 1/2"
- Angle grinder
- Makita 9525NB
- Skil 7313 Sander
- Makita 80510
- Heat gun
- Milwaukee 1220
- Spiral saw
- Rotocut 5CS01
- Rayovac Power Inverter (12V DC to 120V AC). 350W. Please contact for additional details and information via email: satsang@inbox.com
Wheels & Motors

Saloon Cars

1957 MGA ROADSTER
Mechanically restored by a leading mechanic in 2002, including new motor, carbs, gearbox, clutch, brakes, radiator, etc. Supplied from UK MGA specialist. A reluctant sale at 850,000 baht, but the garage space is required to restore a 1960 XK 150 Jag. Tel: 081-6913926. Email: applegd0@gmail.com

HONDA SUPRA
Maybe one of the best Supras in Thailand is for sale with offers over 2.55 million baht. Please contact for details. Tel: 076-240042 or 081-8911635. Or via email: nvdwilliams@chevron.com. For additional information, please visit our website at: http://rcweb.net/forums/showthread.php?thread-289199&goto=newpost

1997, perfect condition, silver, auto, 620,000 baht. Please contact for more details and information. Tel: 084-0677905.

HONDA CITY I-DSI
1 care lady owner, bronze, 2004, 50,000km, full options. 480,000 baht. Please contact for more information. Tel: 086-2825107.

MITSUBISHI EVO
VIII.MR. White on white, Mono wheels, 2.5 years old, maintained by Mitsubishi Fai/all Thai. 1.75 million baht. Tel: 086-1191891.

SLK200 BENZ
Convertible, 1997, good condition, 80,000km. Full insurance. 1.95 million baht. Tel: 089-8904528. Email: fullmoonlaser@hotmail.com

LEAVING SALE
Family cars. All three cars for sale at only 229,000 baht total price. All cars are in very good condition. Must see. For more information and details please contact Tel: 089-8682563.

2003, 160,000km, perfect condition, good runner, 3.0L, automatic gears. Tel: 081-6936972.

HONDA JAZZ

JAZZ COOL 2005
VTi-ECC, 2005. 229,000 baht. Or 250,000 baht and payments of 9,300 baht. Please contact for more details.

SLK200 BENZ
Convertible, 1997, good condition, 80,000km. Full insurance. 1.95 million baht. Tel: 089-8904528. Email: fullmoonlaser@hotmail.com

BMW 318i
Green, built in 1995 (in Munich), very clean, 92,000km. For sale at only 495,000 baht. Contact Tel: 087-398126, 087-344305, 086-2798667.

BEETLE
Great condition. Great aircon. Turbo clip, body kit, extended wheels & motors. Tel: 081-9785058. Or via email: gereslon339@yahoo.com

LEAVING SALE
Family cars. All three cars for sale at only 229,000 baht total price. All cars are in very good condition. Must see. For more information and details please contact Tel: 089-8682563.

2003, 160,000km, perfect condition, good runner, 3.0L, automatic gears. Tel: 081-6936972.

BMW 1990 S5
Silver, excellent condition. Will be leaving Thailand soon. Please contact K. Bill for additional information and details. Tel: 087-7375909.

98 AUDI S6 TURBO
Full options, 270hp, high-end stereo, service book, aluminum rims, 370,000 baht. For more information please contact Tel: 089-5330657. Email: sholaisen@hotmail.com

2004, D-Max, 30TD, manual gear box, full service history. 2 owners, 54,000km, over 150,000baht in extras, mint condition, must be seen. 520,000 baht. For additional information. Tel: 084-8507170. Or email: rookie_simon@hotmail.com

HONDA CIVIC
At 81.8 VTEC, October 02. Blue. 1 lady owner, Sony CD player. 500,000 baht. Please contact for additional information. Tel: 081-7873392. Email: one coolphuket@yahoo.com

TOYOTA VIOS 2003
Automatic, mags, CD, 65,000 km, silver, 375,000 baht. Call for info. Tel: 089-3823277.

TRITON MEGA CAB
2006, 17,000km, CD, rust proofed. 150,000 baht, take over finance payments of 7,883 baht monthly. Call: 085-7969105.

LEAVING SALE
Family cars. All three cars for sale at only 229,000 baht total price. All cars are in very good condition. Must see. For more information and details please contact Tel: 087-7375909.

2004 Isuzu, 3.0 D-Max, 62,000km,arkin, CD, full service history. Truck has 4x4, 5sp, leather, FM and carry. Price: 530,000 baht. Tel: 081-913116, 086-8442134. Or via email: gereslon339@yahoo.com

2006, 63,000km, manual transmission. Silver. 250,000 baht. Please contact for more information and details. Tel: 087-9875068.

FORD HI-RIDER 2005
Take over new 2006 Isuzu, 3.0, 5th, with CD, service box, alumi. Price: 250,000 baht. Tel: 081-9785058. More information at email: dimhost@gmail.com

2004, D-Max, 30TD, manual gear box, full service history. 2 owners, 54,000km, over 150,000 baht in extras, mint condition, must be seen. 520,000 baht. For additional information. Tel: 084-8507170. Or email: rookie_simon@hotmail.com

2006 Chevrolet Colorado, 4 doors, 35,000km, 3 turbo diesel. Price: 450,000 baht. Tel: 094-4724423. Email: pocaine@ymail.com

2006 Isuzu, 3.0, 5th, with CD, service box, alumi. Price: 250,000 baht. Tel: 081-9785058. More information at email: dimhost@gmail.com

2004 Isuzu, 3.0 D-Max, 62,000km,arkin, CD, full service history. Truck has 4x4, 5sp, leather, FM and carry. Price: 530,000 baht. Tel: 081-913116, 086-8442134. Or via email: gereslon339@yahoo.com

2004, D-Max, 30TD, manual gear box, full service history. 2 owners, 54,000km, over 150,000 baht in extras, mint condition, must be seen. 520,000 baht. For additional information. Tel: 084-8507170. Or email: rookie_simon@hotmail.com

TRITON MEGA CAB
2006, 17,000km, CD, rust proofed. 150,000 baht, take over finance payments of 7,883 baht monthly. Call: 085-7969105.

NISSAN NV FOR SALE
June 2004. 63,000km, manual transmission. Silver. 250,000 baht. Please contact for more information and details. Tel: 087-9875068.

FORD HI-RIDER 2005
18 months old, 27,000km, 5-speed, alarm, excellent condition, 430,000 baht. Tel: 084-1989888. More information at email: dimhost@gmail.com

2006, 17,000km, CD, rust proofed. 150,000 baht, take over finance payments of 7,883 baht monthly. Call: 085-7969105.
**Wheels & Motors**

**FORD RANGER XL S**
Turbo, open cab. 2006. Price: 395,000 baht. Please contact for more info. Tel: 086-1542255.

**NISSAN FRONTIER AXLE**
2006, 4 doors, 2.5L, automatic, 7,000km. Leather trim, air-con. 450,000 baht. Please call: 086-4413633.

**NEW TRUCK FOR SALE**
Urgent. Isuzu 4-door truck. In good condition with full service history. Only asking 150,000 baht. Please contact: 076-248923, 081-8920631. Fax: 076-249474. Or email: bumpha@prototoolsuite.com

**NISSAN D24 A XL**

**SUZUKI D-MAX LS**
3.0i-TEQ, 4x4, 2005, ABS, 4 doors, airbags, v-alk alloy wheels, MF3. Only: 556,000 baht. Call Tel: 089-9662994. Email: renrich@i2.com

**TOYOTA VIGO 4X4 G**
Original owner, March 2006, 13,000km, silver, auto. Full insurance for 1 year. New tires and paint for 130,000 baht. Call Tel: 086-2709073. Email: s.anut@hotmail.com

**NISSAN NV CAP**
2005, 4 doors, Carryboy, 2006, blue, 2WD, 17,000km, all leather trim. Price: 355,000 baht. Call for more info. Tel: 089-5934193. Email: makocraft@hotmail.com

**HONDA VARADERO**
1000cc, 2001, 34,000km, green book, 2-month guarantee, good condition. 380,000 baht. For more information Tel: 086-0207205. Email: blacklyride@yahoo.com

**HONDA DREAM**
Green book, all papers, electric. Reliable. 15,000 baht. Email: th24891@hotmail.com

**YAMAHA VIRAGO**
New tires and chrome, resprayed, 35,000 baht. Tel: 084-0690800, 081-2949322.

**COCKERS: NOUVO AND CLICK**

**SCOOTERS: NOUVO AND CLICK**

**HONDA WAVE: 4x4s**
2006, 4 doors, long-term rent. New Toyota Vios and Isuzu truck, 4 doors, long-term rent. 15,000 baht per month. Tel: 076-248923, 081-8920531. Fax: 076-249474.

**TOYOTA YARIS:**
White Yaris for rent. Automatic, air-con, ABS, airbag, CD, MF3, tinted windows. 15,000 baht a month for 6-month minimum. Please contact: 089-9733276. Or via email: may@patongbeachthailand.com

**JEEP FOR RENT**
Ford Ranger, XLT model. 2002 diesel, 71,000km, excellent condition. Only 270,000 baht. Call Dieter. Tel: 086-2812899.

**NISSAN NV CAP**
For sale by a farang woman. 2003, 4 doors, Carryboy, 1st class condition. Price: 355,000 baht. Please contact for more information. Tel: 086-248923, 081-8920531. Fax: 076-249474. Or email: bumpha@prototoolsuite.com

**NISSAN FRONTIER**
2003, 4 doors, Carryboy, 1st class condition. Price: 355,000 baht. Please contact for more information. Tel: 086-248923, 081-8920531. Fax: 076-249474. Or email: bumpha@prototoolsuite.com

**TOYOTA TIGER 4WD**
2004, 4 doors, removable canopy. 66,000km, full service record, one owner. 450,000 baht ono. Please call: 076-202577, 087-2799654. Or email: besters@juthailand.org

**FORD ESCAPE**
2003, black, 45,000km. Excellent condition, full service history. 460,000 baht. Please call: 086-5988328

**NISSAN D24 M 2.5 DI TURBO SX**
4 door, large crew cab, fully serviced, 140,000km, blue, TV, UK owner, very good condition. 460,000 baht. Please call: 086-5988328

**TOYOTA TIGER 4WD**
2005, 2L, VVTi, silver, top of range model, automatic, full service history, leather, like new, 840,000 baht. Please contact: 086-2799628

**JEEP FOR SALE**
100% legal but far from new! Cheap, fun transport. A bargain at 130,000 baht. Tel: 081-8922824. Email: makocraft@hotmail.com

**NISSAN NV CAP**
2006, 4 doors, 2006, ABS, 4 door, airbags, v-alk alloy wheels, MF3. Only: 556,000 baht. Call Tel: 089-9662994. Email: renrich@i2.com

**MOTORBIKE NOUVO**
42,000 baht. Sell Wave. Only 120,000 baht. For sale, good condition. 380,000 baht. Call Tel: 086-2796283. Email: s.anut@hotmail.com

**NISSAN PROMO**
2004, 4 doors, removable canopy. 66,000km, full service record, one owner. 450,000 baht ono. Please call: 076-202577, 087-2799654. Or email: besters@juthailand.org

**FORD ESCAPE**
2003, black, 45,000km. Excellent condition, full service history. 750,000 baht ono. Email: mkite@mkitepasson.net

**SUZUKI PICK UP**
3.0i-TEQ, 5-speed, 4x4, new, 2005, 4 doors, ABS, airbags, wheels, 75,000km, black, MF3. Price: 2,700,000 baht. First 13,541 baht for 24 months. Tel: 086-248923, 081-8920531. Fax: 076-249474.

**JEEP FOR SALE**
Motorbike Nouvo, automatic, 2 years old, 25,000km, 23,500 baht. Tel: 081-2945441.

**YAMAHA NOUVO**
2006, For sale, good condition. Tel: 084-8516121. Email: phuketmatt@yahoo.com

**TWO HONDA WAVE**
125s for sale. Disk brakes, 15,800 baht. Electric start 17,000 baht. Both only 4 years old. Tel: 076-383380, 086-6837162. Email: yosompetch@yopmail.com

**HONDA DREAM BIKE**
Approx 4 years old. Good condition with book. 18,000 baht. Call Tel: 089-5934193.

**FOR QUICK RENTAL**
Contact Tel: 089-9733276. Or via email: may@patongbeachthailand.com

**BARtered Bike**
For sale!!! Honda Click: 36,000 baht. Suzuki Step: 29,500 baht. Both 10 months old, disk brakes. Tel: 081-6912891. Or via email: condor@web.de

**JIKKY CAR RENT**
Many types of cars for rent, good price for long term with auto., cd player, insurance. Contact for more info 081-8915296. For further details, please see our website at http://www.jikkycar.com

**BP RENTALS**
Suzuki Caribians for 10,000 baht a month. Discount for long-term rental. Full insurance. Tel: 087-4727304.

**P.M.P. CAR RENT**
And taxi service. Toyota Wish, Camry, Vios, Yaris and Honda Jazz for rent. Short-term or long-term. Minibus for tour, taxi service. Call for more details and additional information. Tel: 087-2648808, 083-1743880.

**Live in Chalong? Place your GAZETTE CLASSIFIEDS at K L Minimart**

**GAZETTE CLASSIFIEDS - they work because they’re PAID**

Hundred of new ads in print every week, all published simultaneously and FREE - in the Gazette Online!

The Gazette is always on top in Google!  
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